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Abstract 

In recent years, International Monetary Fund (IMF) statistics show that the 

service sector’s importance in economic growth is more and more apparent. To cope 

with the trend, Taiwan government has been planning to elaborate Taiwan’s advantage 

in Information & Communication Technology (ICT) industry to promote ITeS since 

2006, with the promotion and ITeS developing, the stakeholders are looking forward 

to create long-term revenue and expand this new information service market. 

IT-enabled Services (ITeS) can be defined as the combination of knowledge 

regarding certain specific areas and information technologies (IT), or the generation 

of new application ideas based on IT itself, to create innovative technology-based 

services, new business model and value added. There are two main groups of ITeS as 

follows: (1) Mode I: business process services delivered via IT, for example on-line 

banking, remote healthcare, and so on; and (2) Mode II: technology itself as a service, 

for example Software as a Service (SaaS). 

This research adopts case study as research method to discuss ITeS 

implementation and the potential challenges behind the scenes. By taking Li & Fung’s 

beta launch of the new business-to-business (B2B) e-commerce portal in August 2000 

event as the single case, the study based on the proposed ITeS implementation process 

framework to review the case, the analysis result shows the IT assets, managerial 

assets and market assets through the proposal, the planning, the development and the 

operation phases, and generalizes the managerial issues about ITeS implementation, 

and the related IT and strategy, IT-enabled opportunities and risks topics. From the 

research findings, this research aims to provide a reference about the implementation 

and promotion of ITeS to those enterprises that are service firms or have interest in 
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ITeS, as well as the ICT industry and the authority. 

 

Keywords: IT-enabled Service (ITeS), IT strategies, Case study 

 

 

 

根據國際貨幣基金會（International Monetary Fund, IMF）之資料顯示，服務

業對一個國家在經濟發展上的貢獻比，已扮演愈來愈吃重的角色。為了因應此發

展趨勢，從 2006 年起，政府部門便計畫能運用臺灣在「ICT 科技平台」上的既

有優勢，推動特定產業的科技化服務，以帶動服務產業及資訊科技產業升級。 

科技化服務（IT-enabled Service, ITeS）一詞泛指善用資通訊尖端科技，提供

客戶創新應用或服務，以滿足客戶需求，創造更大效益之模式。全球科技化服務

業的運作，可概分為 2 種模式，分別為透過 IT 科技傳遞由人提供的服務（Services 

via IT, SvIT），以及科技本身就是一種服務（IT as a Services, ITaaS）。 

本研究採用個案研究法，探討企業推動科技化服務的執行過程以及可能面臨

的問題。以利豐集團於 2000 年投資電子商務的個案為例，應用所建議的科技化

服務發展模型去分析個案公司從規劃、建置到營運等階段中所投入的資源及所配

置的資產，並歸納出導入過程中的管理性議題，以及所衍生的資訊科技與企業競

爭策略、科技化的機會與風險等相關議題。希望透過本研究結果，提供管理部門、

服務產業以及資訊科技產業業者在推動以及導入科技化服務之參考。 

 

關鍵字：科技化服務 資訊科技策略 個案研究 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.  Background and Motive 

“The Executive Yuan decided that 12 categories of emerging services, namely 

Financial, Distribution, Telecommunication and Media, Medical, Health care and 

Care-giving, Manpower Training, Property Management, Tourism, Sporting and 

Recreational, Cultural and Creative, Design, Information, and Environmental 

Protection, should be included in the ITeS Flagship Plans.” ([3], Part III, Chapter 3, 

Section 20, p. 2) Information Technology Enabled Services (ITeS) was mentioned for 

the first time in 2006 White Paper on Taiwan Industrial Technology. 

“If the Taiwan government can utilize its strength in IT manufacturing 

capabilities, together with its world leading broadband wireless communications 

infrastructure, and guide domestic service industry and high-technology industry 

towards the development of ITeS, then Taiwan will be in an excellent position to 

upgrade itself from a key IT manufacturing country to become an important ITeS 

supplier nation despite most local enterprises being medium and small scale.” ([3], 

Part III, Chapter 3, Section 20, p. 1) This policy proclamation about the opportunities 

of ITeS at that time showed Taiwan government’s vision, viewing to elaborate 

Taiwan’s advantage in Information & Communication Technology (ICT) industry 

from a innovation way. 

Year after year, ITeS kept showing in 2007, 2008 and 2009 White Paper on 

Taiwan Industrial Technology, and from a planner or promoter’s viewpoint, Taiwan 

government drew the roadmap for technology development, focused ITeS in some 

specific areas, like financial, healthcare and Next Emerging Web services, which still 
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were all implicated to an advantageous ICT industry. ([4], Part II, Chapter 1 Section 4, 

pp. 1-4) ([5], Part II, Chapter 1, Section 3 pp. 1-3) ([6], Part II, Chapter 1, Section 3, 

pp. 1-4) 

Knowing the policies and perspectives about ITeS in recent years, we can 

understand the government has been taken actions to cope with the changing 

economic trend, that the service sector’s importance in economic growth is more and 

more apparent. We also can perceive that the goal and the direction is right, not only 

this is the world trend, but also this is a chance for Taiwan’s companies and related 

industries to gain more advantages or create new sources of profit. 

Taiwan government’s ITeS Flagship Plans is one example of the emerging focus 

on ITeS, Rai and Sambamurthy (2006) introduced the growth interest of IT in service 

management and the opportunities for information system scholars, Fitzsimmons and 

Fitzsimmons (2006) also mentioned about the trend of technologies in services. With 

the trend that the world’s economies have become dominated by service-focused 

businesses, more emphases about ITeS can be expected.  

Interested in ITeS, this study aims to have a better understanding about ITeS 

implementation, via the research to find the unnoticed or missing pieces that are 

needed to implement ITeS other than information technology capability. With the 

addressed issues about ITeS, the result of this research is to provide a clearer picture 

about ITeS implementation to those ITeS involving parties. 

 

2.  Research Objective 

To have a better understanding about ITeS implementation, this study attempts to 

first generalize and propose a high-level process for ITeS implementation, then takes 

Li & Fung’s beta launch of the new business-to-business (B2B) e-commerce portal in 
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August 2000 as the object of case study to review what happened during that span 

applying to the process. Through the research, this study tries to address findings and 

suggestions for those enterprises that are service firms or have interest in ITeS, as well 

as the ICT industry and the authority. 

With regard to the interest in finding factors that affect ITeS implementation 

other than IT, this study hypothesizes that those issues can be classified according to 

the control power of the enterprise. Internal issues refer to those are within the 

organization or enterprise has more control power over, and are separated to IT-related 

and management-related, as for those external issues that beyond organization’s 

influence scope are market-related. In order to handle those issues, enterprise needs to 

acquire corresponding assets. Failing to acquire those assets or the deployed assets 

can’t overcome the challenges of those issues, it will become barriers to the 

implementation and the operation, or it could lead to the failure of the ITeS. Fig. 1 

shows the approach to issues of ITeS implementation. Also in the case analysis, this 

study aims to verify this framework and discuss those issues. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Approach to Issues of ITeS Implementation  

(Source: Organized by this Research) 
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3.  Structure 

Chapter 2 reviews recent research in service, ITeS, and new service development 

to highlight a process and framework for ITeS implementation. Chapter 3 illustrates 

the research method. In chapter 4, this study first gives a brief introduction about the 

case company and then adopts the proposed framework to examine case company’s 

ITeS implementation process, and at the end concludes the IT, managerial and market 

assets, the issues and the implementation process in the third part. Chapter 5 explains 

the findings about the process framework of ITeS implementation and the managerial 

issues. The final chapter summarizes the conclusions and discusses direction for 

future study. 
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Chapter 2  Definition and Literature Review 

1. Service Definition and Literature Review 

For decades, we can find many definitions of service in different fields, some 

definitions are: 

 A service is a change in the condition of a person, or a good belonging to 

some economic entity, brought about as a result of some other economic 

entity, with the approval of the first person or economic entity. (Hill, 1977) 

 A precise definition of goods and services should distinguish them on the 

basis of their attributes. A good is a tangible physical object or product that 

can be created and transferred; it has an existence over time and thus can 

be created and used later. A service is intangible and perishable, it is an 

occurrence or process that is created and used simultaneously or nearly 

simultaneously. While the consumer cannot retain the actual service after it 

is produced, the effect of the service can be retained. (Sasser, Olsen and 

Wyckoff, 1978, p. 8) 

 Most authorizes consider the services sector to include all economic 

activities whose output is not a physical product or construction, is 

generally consumed at the time it is produced, and provides added value in 

forms (such as convenience, amusement, timeliness, comfort, or health) that 

are essentially intangible concerns of its first purchaser. (Quinn, Baruch 

and Paquette, 1987, p. 50) 

 A service is an activity or series of activities of more or less intangible 

nature that normally, but not necessarily, take place in interactions between 
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customer and service employees and/or physical resources or goods and/or 

systems of the service provider, which are provided as solutions to customer 

problems. (Gronroos, 1990, p. 27)  

 Services are capabilities or competencies that one person, organization, 

enterprise, or system provides for another. (Vargo and Lusch, 2004) 

 A service is a provider-client interaction that creates and captures value. 

(IBM Research, 2004)  

 A service is a time-perishable, intangible experience performed for a 

customer acting in the role of a co-producer. (Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons, 

2006, p. 4)  

From these definitions, while not all the same, we can understand some 

characteristics of service, such as intangibility, simultaneity and perishability. Besides, 

there are some behaviors or concepts like interaction, exchange, experience and value 

in the service process or accompanying service. Chen, Chang, Tsaih and Chou (2010) 

stated the study of the essence of services has undergone evolutionary change. From 

the early study of the characteristics of service to the service itself, that service are 

processes and performance which can provide added value and solutions to customer 

problems, then to the latest research, researchers deliberated the hybrid form of 

service, that service involves various elements (e.g. tangible or intangible) and roles 

(e.g. technology and organization). Furthermore, services are capabilities or 

competencies that enterprises provide for customers, and we can see more and more 

about the process of co-producing, the participation, and the value creation are 

emphasized.  

Talking about the co-producing and customer participation, Fitzsimmons and 

Fitzsimmons (2006) mentioned about a difference in the service process and the 

traditional manufacturing operations: the presence of the customer as a participant, 
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and this would affect the facility design. In addition, when providing a service, the 

realization of customer can play an active part in the process is an important 

consideration. Sampson and Froehle (2006) also noted about the customer-self inputs 

in the service process. Customer-self inputs are common in the process, and not only 

as a labor input, customers can also participate in production by providing property 

and/or information. An important point in the service providing process is that the 

service providers can prepare for production, but they won’t be able to execute the 

actual service process until necessary customer-self inputs are present. These 

comments give us a primary knowledge about considering customer in the service 

providing process and the service design. On top of that, Fitzsimmons and 

Fitzsimmons (2006) further commented: “taking the customer out of the process, 

however, is becoming a common practice.” ([8], p. 23) Contemplating the role of 

customer in the service providing process and the information technology, this study 

thinks with the help of the technology, the presence of customers - the labor 

intensiveness or manual activities done by the customer in the process could be 

reduced or replaced by automation, by information system, or by service providers. 

Even though, the necessary customer-self inputs are still required to complete the 

service process. The Customer-self inputs are provided in various forms and are 

delivered through multiple ways, and taking the customer out of the process on the 

premise that the required inputs were fulfilled would simplify the process and increase 

the efficiency. Furthermore, we can assume that in order to obtain the required inputs, 

or to facilitate the service providing, service provider could ask customers for more 

activities, or even add new processes to an existing one in order to provide a better 

service. Therefore, the service process requires more emphasis about the service 

design, the process reengineering, and the use of technology. 
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2. IT-enabled Service (ITeS) Definition and Literature Review 

According to 2006 White Paper on Taiwan Industrial Technology, The scope of 

Information Technologies-enabled Services (ITeS) can be defined as: "the 

combination of knowledge regarding certain specific areas and information 

technologies (IT), or the generation of new application ideas based on IT itself, to 

create innovative technology-based services, new business model and value added." 

([3], Part III, Chapter 3, Section 20, p. 1) Then in 2007 White Paper on Taiwan 

Industrial Technology, it further introduced some real cases and applications of ITeS: 

“There are two main groups of ITeS as follows: (1) Mode I: business process services 

delivered via IT, for example on-line banking, remote healthcare, and so on; and (2) 

Mode II: technology itself as a service, for example Software as a Service (SaaS) 

provided by Google, Yahoo!, Skype, and Salesforces.com, etc. Generally, mainstream 

web-based ITeS can be classified into ten parts: search engine; information filtering 

and aggregation; online shopping, auction and trading; social networking; 

multimedia sharing and broadcasting; online communication; personalized service; 

platform service; location-based service; and other innovative services.” ([4], Part II, 

Chapter 1, Section 4, p. 1) From the definition and the examples, we get an essential 

cognition of ITeS as an innovative improvement or creation, and it uses IT or related 

new technologies to reform an existing service or to form a new service. 

When talking about service management, Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons (2006) 

introduced technologies in services. In the service encounter scenario, based on the 

face-to-face or the face-to-screen contact situation, there are five modes of 

technology’s contribution to the service encounter. Fig. 2 illustrates the five roles of 

technology in the service encounter. With the introduction of technology, there are 

more and more technology-enabled self-service and the automation of services in the 
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back office. Besides, Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons (2006) also mentioned the 

recently web-based Internet services and the scalability between e-commerce and 

e-service, and most important of all, the challenges along with the technological 

innovation in the adoption of new services, and how to manage the new technology 

adoption process. Concerning employees and customers, Fitzsimmons and 

Fitzsimmons (2006) advised a 10-step planning guide to manage the implementation 

process. These steps highlighted the education, the analysis of technology and 

application requirements, the specification confirmation and design, the planning and 

implementing of the new technology in service, the testing of technology, and the 

review of results activities in the adoption of new technology innovation in services. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Role of Technology in the Service Encounter 

(Source: [8], p. 106) 

 

“An interdisciplinary approach is required to understand how services should be 

conceived, designed, delivered, and supported. The potential of information 
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technology for services management is touted as significant…. we conceptualize 

digitally enabled services management as the capabilities, structures, and processes 

with which digitized services are conceived and architected, how these services are 

offered and orchestrated, and how interactions for innovation and production of 

services are managed.” ([19], p. 329) In the term of “digital enablement of services”, 

Rai and Sambamurthy (2006) stated an interdisciplinary approach about providing 

services and emphasized the future of IT innovations for services management, that 

we can see the trend and the importance of applying IT system to service management. 

In addition, Chen, Chang, Tsaih and Chou (2010) described a generic design of an 

ITeS system. The service system design adopts the IT empowerment approach, and 

includes the front-office service subsystem and the middle/back-office subsystem. IT 

empowerment means customers can play an active role in the service process and 

employees could interact with each other across functional boundaries. The 

front-office IT performs a “customer as co-producer” design, it encourages active 

customer participation in the process. The middle/back office IT provides a 

“production-line” environment to ensure consistent quality and efficiency of 

operation. 

In brief, we view ITeS as based on the mindset of providing a service and using 

IT to realize it. With the help of IT, service provider can modify the existing process 

or create a new process, and both would add more value to service stakeholders. The 

innovation degree or technology complexity in ITeS could be high or low, and the 

business process reengineering or process redesign might be needed. ITeS would 

include different components with regard to the participants and the process needs, it 

aims to provide services. The implementation process of an ITeS is critical, and in 

next section, this study reviews the new service and the ITeS development process. 
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3. New Service Development and ITeS Development Literature 

In service literature, scholars had studied many new service development models. 

Shekar (2007) summarized two models of service development (see Fig. 3). Both 

models have some common activities in the later half part, including the development, 

the testing and the introduction stage, and differ in the beginning stages. One model 

describes the process as search and select then form the service, the other one stresses 

the concept linking to strategy, the importance of market research, and the analysis 

and design stages in the service development model. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Service Development Process Models from the Literature 

(Source: [22], p. 7) 

 

Referring to the new service development (NSD) cycle (see Fig. 4), Fitzsimmons 

and Fitzsimmons (2006) detailed the process of new service development, it’s a 

development, analysis, design and full launch cycle. The ideas for new service 

innovations can originate from many sources, and the innovations can be a new 

service product or some degree of modification to an existing service. Once the ideas 

were generated, these ideas then form the input to development stage, and the new 
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service development cycle begins. The cycle includes planning and execution phase. 

Planning phase consists of the development and the analysis stages where market 

viability and capability are assessed. After the ideas passed the assessment, the design 

and launch stages represent the execution phase. In the development process, the 

service delivery design and cross-functional development efforts become critical to 

success. In the proceeding of the cycle, there are some enablers to facilitate the NSD 

process, such as teams, tools, and organization context. From the model, we can also 

see the importance of considering people, systems and technology dimensions that 

would affect the service product. Since the innovation of new service ranges from 

radical to incremental, Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons (2006) further mentioned that 

technological advances often are the basis for radical service innovation, the source of 

technology are like power/energy, physical design, material, methods and information, 

and the technology-driven service innovation can be a competitive opportunity to a 

service firm.  

 

 
Fig. 4 The NSD Process Cycle 

(Source: [8], p. 80) 
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In a case of study Taiwanese healthcare service, Yang and Hsiao (2009) 

introduced an IT-enabled service model (see Fig. 5). The model comprises initial, idea 

management, requirement analysis, service development, and the service trial phases: 

1. Initial phase: in the beginning of the project, experts from multiple domains 

and disciplines are teamed up to plan and examine complex development 

processes involving consumer research, service design and construction of 

service trials. 

2. Idea management phase: this phase includes idea collection and idea 

appraisal. For idea collection, it requires a comprehensive information 

collection, such as service features, business models, marketing types, 

innovative case survey results, market owners, related industries and 

companies. Then those ideas will be evaluated regarding real-world 

environments, competitive advantages, organizational strategies, resource 

allocation and technology, and which received low appraisals would be 

eliminated from consideration. 

3. Requirement analysis phase: this phase acquires the requirements for new 

services based on multiple perspectives, including consumers, companies, 

stakeholders, technology and appropriate regulations. 

4. Service development phase: this phase begins after completing requirement 

analysis. The iterative interaction between these two phases must be 

understood when modifying service design. Plans for new services are 

based on analytical results from the requirements analysis phase, and 

include service specifications, a service-delivery model, resource model, 

marketing analysis and proposed business alliance. In this stage, service 

specification and process modeling can be applied to describe a service; the 

resource model is designed for planning for all resources needed to offer 
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services. Marketing analysis examines market feasibility of a service by 

evaluating target consumer profiles, market scale, market share, marketing 

strategy, policy and competitors. Via business alliances, organizations can 

reduce service cost and increase the value of core services, and the boom in 

outsourcing services can assist in establishing effective business alliances. 

5. Service trial phase: the final phase includes a pilot system and service 

experiment laboratory. The service development phase analyzes feedback 

from outcomes of the service trial phase to enhance service design. During 

this phase, the user opinions were fed back into the requirement analysis 

phase for service revisions and design, and a new series of consumer studies 

may be needed for improvement or future opportunities. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Approach to new IT-enabled service design 

(Source: [25], p. 333) 
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In addition to the new service and the ITeS development process model, Shekar 

(2007) compared the development of services to manufactured products and pointed 

out the difference of the user’s interaction in production/assembly, purchase and use 

stages (see Table 1). The comparison shows the distinctiveness or separability of the 

steps and the degree of involvement between the user and service staff in each step, 

and emphasizes the development should not only look at the service product but also 

the nature of interaction of with users, this leads to an important issue of process 

management of the service staff and users.  

 

Table 1 Differences in the User Interactions in the Development Processes for 

Products and Services 

 Products (Goods) Services 

Production/ 

Assembly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purchase 

Use 

 Customer not involved in the 
production process 

 Production is not visible to the 
customer (hence, the 
manufacturing facility is 
unimportant to customer) 
 

 Production can be standardized 
and controlled 

 Production takes place at a 
separate location and time from 
use 
 

 Purchase is separated in time 
from use 

 The customer controls the use of 
the product. The firm may 
provide guidelines, but is outside 
the process when it actually 
happens 

 Customer is part of the 
production phase 

 Most of the process is visible 
(hence, service facility is very 
important) 
 
 

 Assembly cannot be easily 
standardized 

 Assembly and use occur 
simultaneously 
 
 

 Purchase and use occur 
simultaneously 

 The supplier is integrated into the 
use process and can control this 

(Source: [22], p. 6) 
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4. The Proposed ITeS Implementation Process Framework 

From the definitions and development process models review, this research 

generalizes a framework for ITeS implementation processes study (see Fig. 6), the 

framework consists of proposal, planning, development and operation phases: 

1. Proposal phase: the proposal phase includes event/news/…/service audit, 

strategy formulation/idea generation and concept testing activities. The 

ideas or opportunities for an ITeS would be triggered by many external 

sources, such as trend, social news, economical events, technology 

breakthrough, etc. And by auditing or comparing to competitors’ service 

operation would stimulate an idea to build an ITeS. Once the idea is 

generated or the strategy is formed, the concept of the ITeS proposal for 

service innovation is required to be tested. The concept testing evaluates the 

feasibility, the benefit, the impact of the ITeS regarding business and 

industry environments, organizational strategies, the cost of investment and 

resource allocation, competitors and customers, and the know-how about 

the service scope and the technology. After the concept testing, the proposal 

could be abandoned or revised. When the evaluation result is accepted, a 

more specific goal for the ITeS will be set, and then moves into next phase 

to plan for the service innovation execution. 

2. Planning phase: with the direction of the ITeS in mind, this phase requires a 

thorough requirement analysis about the service, a detail service design for 

the ITeS, and an execution plan for the whole ITeS project. The requirement 

analysis should consider all related stakeholders, from management level to 

employees, from the staffs to outside customers and suppliers. Not only the 

related stakeholders, but also takes all the affected existing processes, IT 
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systems, the applied technology, environments and regulations into 

consideration. Requirement analysis defines the scope and the outcome, 

service design describes the shape and delineates “what” and “how” to build 

the ITeS. As for the execution plan, it’s a guideline for the whole project, 

concerning ITeS implementation’s goals and objectives, schedule, resource, 

risk, monitor and control, etc. 

3. Development phase: according to the execution plan, activities in this phase 

are fulfilling the required resources, developing the ITeS, preparing for 

operation, and the pilot run. The required resources involve people, funding, 

production facilities and associated equipments, and are allocated from 

inside or outside the organization. When developing the ITeS, some service 

components could be existing ones, so besides building the new 

components, integrating other service components is an effective but more 

complex way, and testing should be performed according to each building 

and integration steps. Service transition for employees and customers is a 

fundamental preparation task. Not only the training for new ITeS, but 

organization should pay attention to the relating job or process adjustment. 

Other than service transition, marketing is a weapon considering the 

operation of the ITeS; proper promotion can lower the resistance to the 

change and help the adoption process. Pilot run tests the whole model of 

ITeS, and the feedbacks and results are taken for improvement and to decide 

whether can move to next phase or not. 

4. Operation phase: after the previous planning, building and testing stages, 

when ITeS is brought to introduction, the scope, the process, or the target 

customer could be revised to fit in with the operation. However, the main 

idea of the concept, and the goal of the strategic thinking should be 
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followed, that organization can review the actual situation according to the 

planned. In post launch review, organization reviews the performance and 

result according to original plan and then situation, and decides the future of 

the ITeS. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Proposed ITeS Implementation Process 

(Source: Organized by this Research) 
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5. IT and Strategy 

Discussing about the business models and strategy, Applegate, Austin and 

McFarlan (2007) emphasized the importance of assessing IT impact and alignment to 

the business and the strategy. “The ability to achieve alignment among the 

environment, strategy, and capabilities is central to creating a successful business 

model that delivers value to all stakeholders. Yet this is easier said than 

done─especially in today’s earnings-driven, turbulent economy. And, the difficulty of 

achieving business alignment increases significantly when IT enters the picture. Long 

considered a tool to automate back-office activities─for example, payroll and 

accounts receivable─only recently has IT become an important tool for defining new 

strategic opportunities and building the capabilities needed to execute them.” ([1], p. 

35) 

About assessing IT impact and alignment, Applegate, Austin and McFarlan 

(2007) discussed McFarlan’s Strategic Grid, and Henderson and Venkatraman’s 

Strategic Alignment Model. These two frameworks help decision makers and 

executives to make decisions and do actions about aligning IT and Strategy. Take the 

strategic grid for example, McFarlan suggests that an organization’s portfolio of IT 

initiatives and projects be assessed along two key dimensions, the impact on business 

operations and the impact on strategy. For the analysis of IT projects and investments, 

using this model at a given point in time helps a firm or an organization to assess the 

alignment of individual IT projects with business operations and strategy. Besides, the 

model also enables the assessment of the portfolio of IT projects and initiatives and to 

analyze the governance method of the IT department as a core enabler in its business 

model. And finally, the strategic grid works as a benchmark for a company’s IT 

project and investment portfolio with other firms in the industry and to assess changes 
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over time.  

“Strategic opportunities are implemented through initiatives and projects that 

signify a company’s strategic intent” ([1], pp. 34) Mentioned as IT-enabled business, 

IT-enabled projects, IT-enabled initiatives, technology-enabled innovation and so on, 

Applegate, Austin and McFarlan (2007) analyzed few cases about how IT or new 

technology can make a company more competitively, or on the other way, they can 

break the industry rules and competition situation in an unexpected way. Indeed, IT or 

new technology can bring opportunities, like IT can change the basis of competition, 

or IT can build barriers to entry, or IT can increase switching cost, or IT can add value 

to existing products and services or create new ones. However, opportunity usually 

comes along with risk. IT or new technology may also bring strategic risk, such as 

emerging technologies can disrupt current business models, or IT can lower entry 

barriers, or IT can trigger regulatory action.  

“When an organization invests in a new technology, it is important to candidly 

assess whether the investment will result in a sustainable advantage or whether it will 

simply maintain the current industry and competitive dynamics and market share.” 

([1], pp. 55) Considering how to exploit IT opportunities and avoid risk at the same 

time, Applegate, Austin and McFarlan (2007) suggested few questions that executives 

can ask themselves upon IT-enabled business opportunities and risks, these questions 

highlight the analysis of the strategic impact of IT, and implicate the ongoing 

innovation and the evolvement of IT-enabled service. 
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Chapter 3  Research Method 

1. Library Case Study 

This study is a qualitative research, and adopts case study as research method. 

About the case study: “The essence of a case study, the central tendency among all 

types of case study, is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions: why they 

were taken, how they were implemented, and with what result. (Schramm, 1971, 

emphasis added)” ([26], p. 17) According to Yin (2009), the case study means a 

“how” or “why” question is being asked about a contemporary set of events, and the 

investigator has little or no control over the events. This study tries to understand the 

process and the theme about ITeS implementation, via reviewing the event of that 

time to find managerial issues and suggestions, and the exploration doesn’t require 

any control of the event or behavior, theoretically and technically the research method 

is appropriate. 

 

2. Case Study Design 

Interested in ITeS implementation, the main questions of this study is what are 

those IT, managerial and market assets and the managerial issues behind the scenes. 

In order to find the answer, this study proposes an implementation process framework, 

and uses this framework to examine the unit of analysis in an exploratory way, and of 

course the unit of analysis would be those enterprises that implemented ITeS. 

Yin (2009) defined four types of designs for case studies: (1) single-case designs 

(holistic), (2) single-case designs (embedded), (3) multiple-case designs (holistic), and 
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(4) multiple-case designs (embedded). Considering the high level ITeS development 

process for different enterprises might be alike, but their industry background varies, 

operation processes are different, business scope differs, and the motive, the strategy 

and the situations came through during the development period definitely are unalike. 

Therefore this study chooses one enterprise’s ITeS event as the single case, that is, the 

Li & Fung’s beta launch of the new business-to-business(B2B) e-commerce portal in 

August 2000 event, and reviews this event in a holistic way, takes this as an 

representative case. 

There are four reasons for choosing this single case as the analysis unit: 

1. Li & Fung is a globally well-known enterprise, as a SCM expert, Li & Fung 

faces from upstream producers to end customers, so the situations that Li & 

Fung confronts is representative. 

2. The information sources of Li & Fung are bounteous and trustworthy. Not 

only Li & Fung’s leaders and executive teams are willing to share their 

experiences about the business and operation, also there are a lot of reliable 

research institutions that provide a great quantity of high quality references 

about Li & Fung. And as a public company, most data about Li & Fung are 

very transparent and dependable. 

3. The time span of the event underwent “dot-com bubble” period, considering 

the historical background and atmosphere of that time, this event was 

especially meaningful. 

4. From the initiative of the event to its termination, the case provided 

complete information and more reference value to the research. 
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Develop 
process 
and 
framework 

Select 
case 

Design data 
collection 
protocol 

Conduct 
case study 

Case 
description 
and analysis 

Generalize 
conclusions 

Write report 

Define and Design Prepare, Collect and Analyze Analyze and Conclude 

3. Data Collection and analysis 

The main research data is based on Harvard Business School Case - Li & Fung 

(A): Internet Issues and Li & Fung (B): Internet Issues, and refers to other secondary 

data about Li & Fung and the event, including Li & Fung’s official archival records, 

publications about Li & Fung, interview and speech records. As mentioned before, 

these data are rich in the content and have many views from different experts and 

scholars, so this study doesn’t require interviews, or direct observation, or 

participant-observation to collect more evidence. 

For the data analysis part, in the case description this study uses the proposed 

ITeS implementation process to review the case, and summarizes the IT assets, 

managerial assets and market assets adopting the framework through examining some 

events, accomplishments and comments in the case. In the end, the study generalizes 

the managerial issues from the analysis, and finds suggestions ITeS implementation 

and future research. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the different stages from the beginning of design the study, to 

proceed with collecting data and analyzing, and to the end of conclusion of this study. 

 

 

Fig. 7 Case Study Method 
(Source: Organized by this Research) 
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Chapter 4  Case Description and Analysis 

1.  Case Company 

Founded in Guangzhou in 1906,in the beginning was a traditional trading 

company dealing in Chinese products exportation, today Li & Fung Limited (“Li & 

Fung” or “the Group”, SEHK: 494), the global consumer goods exporter, is a Hong 

Kong headquartered multi-national group and recognized as the world's leader in 

consumer goods design, development and sourcing. Li & Fung is a group of 

companies driving strong growth in three distinct core businesses – export sourcing 

through Li & Fung Limited, distribution through Integrated Distribution Services 

Group Limited and retailing through Convenience Retail Asia Limited, Trinity 

Limited and other privately held entities. From over 240 offices and distribution 

centers in the United States, Europe, Africa and Asia, the Group manages the supply 

chain for retailers and brands worldwide and sources from more than 40 economies. 

The Li & Fung Group has a total staff of over 27,000, with a total revenue of 

US$15.98 billion in 2010. Table 2 lists the short history of Li & Fung. Table 2 lists a 

short history of Li & Fung. 

 

Table 2 Short History of Li & Fung 

 Date Event 
1.  1906 Fung Pak-Liu founded Li & Fung. 
2.  1920s & 

1930s 
Li & Fung diversified into warehousing and the manufacture 
of handicrafts. 

3.  1937 Fung Hon-Chu (son of the founder) established Li& Fung 
Limited. 

4.  1943 Fung Hon-Chu took charge of Li & Fung. 
5.  1948 Li & Fung’s headquarters moved to Hong Kong. 
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6.  1972 William Fung (Fung Kwok-Lun) returned to Li & Fung. 
7.  1973 Li & Fung became the holding company for the Group and 

was listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. 
8.  1974 Victor Fung (Fung Kwok-king) rejoined Li & Fung. 
9.  1988 The Group was Privatized and streamlined. 
10.  1991 Incorporated in Bermuda. 
11.  1992/7 Trading activities were listed on the HKSE. 
12.  1995 Acquisition of Inchcape Buying Services (formerly 

Dodwell). 
13.  1998 Li & Fung Distribution Group was established as a provider 

of supply chain services with a Pan-Asia focus. 
14.  1999 Acquired export trading firms Swire & Maclaine and 

Camberley. 
15.  2000 Buying agent Colby Group Holdings Limited.  
16.  2005 Li & Fung Licensing was established to bring fashion and 

lifestyle brands into Asia. 
17.  2010 Acquired Hong Kong-based Jackel Group, Hong 

Kong-based HTP, and substantially all of the assets of 
Cipriani Accessories Inc., and its affiliate, The Max Leather 
Group. Cipriani Accessories Inc. 

(Source: [17], pp. 1-6 & [12], p. 89 & Li & Fung Group Web site [13]) 

 

Not only a trading company, today Li & Fung has evolved from a sourcing agent 

to a global supply chain manager by being an innovator in the development of supply 

chain management. Victor (Fung Kwok-king, chairman of Li & Fung) had 

commented about the service: “We have been changing. Now we’re orchestrating a 

whole production process that starts from raw materials all the way through to 

finished product…. Li & Fung does not own any of the boxes in the supply chain; 

rather, we manage and orchestrate it from above. The creation of value is based on a 

holistic conception of the value chain.” ([17], p. 3) A source from "Li & Fung - The 

Orchestrator of Global Supply Chain Management", written by Mr. Chang Ka Mun 

and Li & Fung Research Centre, concluded following seven principles which 

constitute the pillar of Li & Fung's supply chain management: 

1. Be customer-centric and market demand driven. 

2. Focus on one's core competency and outsource non-core activities, in order 
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to develop a positioning in the supply chain. 

3. Develop a close, risk- and profit-sharing relationship with business 

partners. 

4. Design, implement, evaluate and continuously improve the work flow, 

physical flow, information flow and cash flow in the supply chain. 

5. Adopt information technology to optimize the operation of the supply chain. 

6. Shorten production lead time and delivery cycles. 

7. Lower costs in sourcing, warehousing and transportation. 

These seven principles serve as a guideline for Li & Fung to resolve many 

complex decisions, e.g. which channels to use for customers and suppliers, whether to 

manage operations internally or outsource, and how to implement new technologies to 

optimize the supply chain etc. By mastering the supply chain, Li & Fung can provide 

better customer service and establish long-lasting supplier relationship, which 

becomes an enduring competitive advantage over its competitors and leads to market 

share gains. ([14]) Fig. 8 shows the value-added service Li & Fung provides. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Li & Fung’s Total Value Added Package 

(Source: [17], p. 17) 

According to the source, the number of Li & Fung’s customers and suppliers 
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showed the complexity and its broad business scope, “Li & Fung’s core 

export-trading business encompassed a wide array of services that spanned the 

supply chain... In 2006, Li & Fung supplied its over 1,000 customers in both hard and 

soft goods from a coordinated network of 8,000 to 10,000 suppliers through a 

sourcing network of over 70 offices in over 40 countries and territories.” ([15], p. 4)  

Talking about the value chain, William Fung (Fung Kwok-lun, managing director 

of Li & Fung) had stated that: “Nobody is going to pay you more unless you do more.” 

([15], p. 6) According to the source, Li & Fung provided product planning, design 

services, and development in addition to its traditional raw material and factory 

sourcing for its soft-goods customers. And for upstream process, Li & Fung also 

supplied quality control, testing export documentation and logistics services. A 

statistic number about 2002, by moving up the value chain, Li & Fung had grown to 

sales of almost US$5 billion. ([15], p. 6)  

Since 1995, the growth strategies for Li & Fung are a combination of an organic 

model, acquisitions, and use of E-Commerce technologies to integrate and simplify 

internal communication, and improve communication between company divisions and 

customers. 

For organic growth, Li & Fung adopted a “three-year plan” system in 1996. 

William described the system having been adopted directly from the economic 

planning system of the Chinese Communist Party, in his words: “allow[ed] the 

company to look ahead, but not too far ahead.” ([17], p. 5) And the results turned to 

be in investors favor, in 2000, Li & Fung outperformed the Hang Seng Index (HSI) by 

over 75%. 

Through buying rival sourcing companies and suppliers, Li & Fung gained new 

client accounts and new knowledge of the value chain, and after operation integration, 

they can bring up the operating margins of these acquired units to create synergy and 
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continue growing. 

Had been Keeping an eye on avoid being disintermediated, Li & Fung took an 

Internet initiative of its own, an intranet to link the Group’s offices and manufacturing 

sites around the world was launched in 1995. Then in 1997, Li & Fung launched 

secure extranet sites, each site was customized and extended the link directly to a key 

customer. By 2000, 10 such extranets were in place. The software development of 

both intranet and extranet was outsourced, and the success laid the foundation of 

e-commerce solution, for further online presence, a new plan for B2B e-commerce 

portal was gradually rising to the surface. 

 

2. Case Analysis  

Around 1999, after a lot of research about the Internet and the discussion about 

the impact to Li & Fung and supply chain management, Li & Fung saw the 

opportunities from small-to-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)-a segment not well 

served through Li & Fung’s high-service, high-cost sales channels. Historically it had 

not been cost effective for Li & Fung to trade with SMEs since orders were small and 

often below factory minimums. Through a proposed Internet portal, Li & Fung hoped 

to extend the supply chain service to new markets. By aggregating the smaller orders 

via its B2B portal, Li & Fung hoped to utilize the economies of scale, thus it would 

expand the market-base and bring in revenue that Li & Fung could not access before 

the Internet. 

On March 27, 2000, Li & Fung announced the creation of B2B portal lifung.com, 

as well as the start-up’s management team, lifung.com was expected to bolster 

earnings by an operating margin of roughly 6%, or 14% total revenue. In August 2000, 

Li & Fung beta launched lifung.com; this B2B portal offered a wide array of 
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customization options to its clients. Fig. 9 shows the butterfly model and lifung.com 

market positioning. Six months later, Li & Fung renewed lifung.com, and on February 

14, 2001 launched the new website: www.studiodirect.com. This time Li & Fung 

targeted only the SMEs in the United States first, focused mainly on “green-grass” 

products-golf apparel and accessories, and planned to extend its services to European 

and Japanese SMEs or other product lines if the result showed signs of success. 

 
Fig. 9 Lifung.com Market Positioning 

(Source: [17], p. 19) 

  

According to Li & Fung’s 2001 Annual Report, the new venture had been closed 

due to the fail of performance expectation: “The discontinued operations represent the 

Group’s investment in a new trading operation in United States, StudioDirect, which 

was based on using the internet to deal with small and medium-sized customers who 

were not normally big enough for the Group to serve profitably. As prospect of this 

operation as an internet business is not up to management’s expectation, the Group 

decided to discontinue this operation and reduce its shareholding to 15%. The 

discontinuance resulted in a net loss of approximately HK$168,996,000 which 

represented the Group’s share of loss from the operation.” ([12], p. 51)  

http://www.studiodirect.com/�
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Next in this section, this study adopts the proposed ITeS implementation process 

to examine the implementation of lifung.com/StudioDirect, reviews what Li & Fung 

had done or what happened during each of the proposal, planning, development and 

operation phase. First for the proposal phase, we talk about the idea generation, and 

how management formulated the strategy behind the launch of the new portal. Next 

for the planning phase, we review how Li & Fung drafted the requirements of the new 

service and chose the system develop mode, and the forecasting of the new venture. 

Then we examine the acquisition of resources, discussed how Li & Fung fulfilled the 

human resource and the capital needs, the deployment of the website, and the beta 

launch testing of lifung.com for development phase. In the last operation phase, we 

discuss the introduction and post launch review of StudioDirect. 

 

Proposal Phase 

To Li & Fung, the idea of going online was not coming from nowhere, the move 

has been considered for years. When Li & Fung were growing in the traditional 

old-economy as planned, they have been kept an eye on the Internet’s impact; 

“disintermediated” was like an alarm that Li & Fung had always carried in mind. In 

their three-year planning system, an core element was keeping an introspective look at 

themselves to check whether they are still relevant, and whether or not they are going 

to be disintermediated.  

B2B was not a new technology nor an unheard new fashion to Li & Fung at that 

time, the well-known amazon.com has been operating since 1995, and William had 

said about Internet: “About three or four years ago, Victor and I discussed the Internet 

and how it impacts us.” ([17], p. 1) The Fung brothers had already noticed the 

revolutionary technology, but didn’t view it as a big challenge in the beginning. After 

a closer examination of local B2B portals and online exchanges, Victor concluded the 
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threat was far less than first imagined. Basically, to Li & Fung, how they operated, 

and the value-added services they provided, and the relationships with customers were 

much different to how B2B exchanges worked. For that reason Li & Fung was still 

irreplaceable comparing to those online guys in some ways. Though no immediate 

threat, the management had been always keeping in mind about the Internet’s progress. 

Victor had said: “Therefore, we needed to think through e-commerce properly, to 

formulate a proper response.” ([17], p. 7) 

Later in 1999, a visit to the United States knocked another window, what William 

sensed is a different type of threat from Internet: 

I asked my friend at Toys ’R’ Us, “Why are you concerned about eToys? 

It does about $28-$30 million in sales whereas you do $11 billion, and it 

loses as much as its entire turnover? How can you worry about them?” And 

the first lesson I learned was that it’s not their size that is the threat but the 

fact that investors are throwing money at them. ([17], p. 7) 

What William discovered a much worried intimidation was the “money”, which 

came from investors from everywhere and was pouring to those so-called dot-com 

guys. The money was big enough to do much bigger damage to offline competitors 

then on the traditional business battlefield, not the way how B2B functioned or 

performed, but they could use the money to acquire offline companies or hire key 

people from offline companies. William said about the situation: “They can hire away 

all of the talent that you have. The biggest weapon is the money they have. At one 

point, they could have hired away my entire management.” ([17], p. 7) According to 

NASDAQ Composite historical data, on March 10, 2000, when the technology heavy 

NASDAQ Composite index, peaked at 5,048.62 (intra-day peak 5,132.52), was more 

than double its value just a year before. 

Faced such threat, and considered that other old-economy trading companies or 
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local sourcing firms might partner with a dot-com and become a new competitor 

overnight, the Fung brothers were ready to move on: 

I started off saying that the Internet is just another technology that 

affects the way information is transferred and people communicate with 

each other. It has a very dramatic impact, more dramatic than the fax. But 

for me, it’s yet another in a series of technological changes that affects our 

business that we have to be keenly aware of. It may be the most important 

change until now, but it is probably not the last. (William Fung) ([17], p. 7) 

The Internet is a revolutionary technology, but new technology is 

nevertheless still technology. Li & Fung always has been aggressive in 

adopting new technologies. When the telephone came along, my 

grandfather was shocked. When the fax came around, the technology 

changed our turnaround time into just days. With Internet technology, now 

we get answers within hours. When broadband and WAP comes online, 

there will be even less lag. (Victor Fung) ([17], p. 7) 

According to William: 

Our starting point was a defensive posture: Would the Internet 

disintermediate us? Would we get “Amazoned” by someone who will put 

together all of the information about buyers and factories online? After a lot 

of research we realized that the Internet facilitates supply-chain 

management and we weren’t going to be disintermediated. The key is to 

have the old-economy know-how and yet be open to new-economy ideas. 

([17], p. 1) 

From a defensive posture, the Fung brothers determined that Li & Fung needed 

an e-commerce strategy, and this was the origin of the venture. In addition, Li & Fung 

knew there were some not well-served customers in their traditional service ways, like 
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the SME (small and medium-sized enterprise). So would this become an opportunity 

to provide new service, or what would this new strategy be and how to execute it? 

Those remaining questions were to be solved in the next stage, later in the planning 

phase Li & Fung was going to verify the requirements clearly, design the service more 

specifically and shape the strategy more completely to implement. 

For this case, we can see that the strategy was from top executives, and the 

decision was not made in a short time. From the service audit point, Li & Fung 

understood their markets well and truly, both about the already and potential 

customers, and Li & Fung knew what they were good at and what they lacked. From 

the social environment aspect, the booming of the Internet was the trend, and Li & 

Fung had been pondering on the new-economy technology. Once Li & Fung felt it 

was the time to do something, from a defensive view, and noted that the relationships 

with the existing big customers and the value-added service they provided were still 

relatively more advantageous to those new B2B portals, took the move and viewed 

the SMEs as target to start a new service became a proper response. Li & Fung hoped 

that this trial could open up new customers, and looked forward the move to prevent 

the new-economy from suddenly appear on the horizon in those markets in advance. 

Under the consideration that the new model would not affect existing channel, Li & 

Fung formulated the initial strategy, next step was turning the proposal into an 

executable plan. 

 

Planning Phase 

To plan for the execution of the e-commerce plan, first Li & Fung had to decide 

how the new portal was going to be built, outsourcing or in-house. Besides, Li & 

Fung needed to design what services would the website provide, and how the new 

services would connect to its existing traditional process. Also from the planning 
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perspective, Li & Fung should set the prospect and the goal for the new venture, and 

one important thing, how to monitor and manage the project to proceed properly. 

First big decision about the new IT venture was that Li & Fung planned to do it 

within the company, and the instruction was from top management. Although the 

successful intranet and extranets were outsourced before, but this time, for the new 

e-commerce strategy and the new IT technology, Victor wanted to make sure that the 

technology would pervade the entire Li & Fung organization. Consequently the 

solution must be an internal one, and as Victor phrased it: “bubble in, not bubble out.” 

Victor was not alone with this viewpoint, Michael Hsieh, president of LF International 

Inc., Li & Fung’s venture capital arm and a 15-year Li & Fung veteran, also favored 

the “bubble in” approach. According to Hsieh, outsourcing e-commerce 

implementation to a third-party consultant for a $10 million fee is like “putting the fox 

in the chicken coop.” Outsourcing would create a risky dependency on outsiders, 

particularly if future design changes were required, and it would provide outsiders 

with proprietary information, strategy, and the entire business model.  

Now that in-house became the mode Li & Fung planned to build the new B2B 

portal, Li & Fung could use the existing IT department or search support from outside. 

When talking about this choice, Victor said he didn’t care to take the advantage of the 

venture and start a new entity separate from Li & Fung, according to Victor: 

I’m not interested in starting a dot-com division, getting a high 

valuation with a $13 million cash flow, and then spinning it off. I want Li & 

Fung to be around for another 100 years, not just 5 or 15. To start a pure 

Internet division is as equally absurd as starting a fax division, a division 

that exclusively uses faxes. ([17], p. 8) 

There was a story behind the team organizing. Dated back to 1997, Hsieh had a 

chance to meet John Suh. Suh was the CEO of Castling Group. Castling Group was 
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an Internet start-up company, and specialized in using the Internet technology to 

bolster those offline, old-economy companies to compete against online companies. 

They had discussed how a focused combination of technology and supply-chain 

reform could transform retail few years before the venture. The meeting left Hsieh a 

good image about Suh and Castling Group, but it was not yet the right time for further 

cooperation to both. Until now, the time was ripe, thus when Li & Fung was seeking 

the solution, what Li & Fung was searching for created a chance for each other. The 

combination was like Hsieh commented: “Both the evolution of Castling from B2C to 

B2B and Li & Fung’s needs complemented each other nicely; John had a real 

appreciation for the supply chain and a record for building successful e-commerce 

models.” ([17], pp. 8-9) Then the co-investment from both sides, and Li & Fung 

absorbed the people, the knowledge and the experiences from Castling Group turned 

out to be how the new project team was organized. 

Notwithstanding that Li & Fung adopted a different thinking considering the 

technology topic, but with regard to the real business’s business, that is, what the 

targeted users really want, Li & Fung kept their traditional mindset. William asked 

some traditional market research of its target SME market at the juncture, and this 

made Li & Fung different from most dot-coms and other B2B portals. According to 

William:  

We cannot assume [he said, paraphrasing Kevin Costner in Field of 

Dreams] that if you build it, they will come. In building lifung.com we have 

to have a balance of the two mentalities, both old and new; there needs to 

be a happy medium. So let’s do some top-down old-economy market 

research first to find out how big the target market is, some bottom-up 

focus-group research to identify retailers’ real needs, and then we’ll see 

whether or not they will come. ([17], p. 9) 
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The market research proved to be worthy. First, the endorsements of Li & Fung’s 

preliminary research of its target SME market by industry analysts fostered investor 

confidence, made lifung.com more attractive among all the B2B portals proliferated 

in early 2000, and helped the coming financing activity. Second, the market research 

pinpointed the target and determined the position of lifung.com. According to 

William: 

One of the beauties of ‘B2b’ is the finite number of customers. You 

don’t have to take out Super Bowl advertising time or plaster the New York 

subway system with ads. By and large, we know the names and addresses of 

these retailers, we know how to reach them since they all read the same 

trade publications and go to the same trade shows. ([17], p. 10) 

20,000 retailers and 2,800 wholesalers in the United States with a total market 

size of $54 billion were targeted based on the market research results. Those SME 

customers were served the least but had to pay much more commission or margins, so 

not only the charge rate and the services, but also the fashion trends information, the 

flexibility of orders and the options about the products were what they wanted. 

According to William: 

Not surprisingly, the small guys want what the big guys want-a 

differentiated product line at good prices. However, the SMEs do not have 

many options and have been poorly serviced in the past. ([17], p. 10) 

Now that the requirements were clarified, so the new portal was designed to 

fulfill the needs, and to aggregate the smaller orders via lifung.com was the solution 

that the Fung brothers projected to provide. In that way, it could overcome the cost 

problem of providing service to SMEs’ small orders, and provide more limited 

amount of customization to their requirements, take a China-sourced item for example, 

one shape could have 10 different patterns and 15 different colors. Furthermore, the 
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10%-15% commission and no minimum order restriction, offered SMEs much more 

cheaper cost to benefit from Li & Fung’s services. 

In addition to the portal’s functionality, for organization management 

consideration, lifung.com was an independent unit to Li & Fung’s IT department. 

From the business process integration perspective, lifung.com was designed to 

interact with Li & Fung in the same way as one of the Group’s key customers. 

Lifung.com would operate as a big client on behalf of thousands of SMEs and place 

orders through extranet like other key customers, but could enjoy a better interaction. 

With all these planned ideas and arrangement, Li & Fung also drafted the goal 

and the return of the investment. According to the case data: 

While its initial contribution to Group earnings were likely to be 

minimal for the first two years, lifung.com was expected to bolster earnings 

by an operation margin of roughly 6%, or 14% of total revenue. Li & Fung 

expected that by 2004 the online division would contribute as much as $2 

billion in sales, or up to nearly one-third of the group’s total revenues, with 

1,000 new SME clients in the U.S. targeted for sales of $2 million each. As 

lifung.com gained credibility over time and its value proposition became 

known among SMEs, Li & Fung expected its operating margins to increase 

to 7%-8%. ([17], p. 12) 

Another move Li & Fung took was adding two experts to its board, and this can 

be viewed as a piece to the project planning. With two new technical directors, a 

technology company CEO and an academic, Li & Fung could gain more control and 

knowledge to carry out the project, also make sure the direction is correct. William 

remarked: 

The one thing certain about our business is that it will be constantly 

changing, so we need to install a mechanism for monitoring external 
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environmental changes that impact out business. We decided a long time 

ago that we were an information and knowledge-based services company, 

so anything to do with information technology is crucial to us. We keep up 

with what’s happening with board members who can help us scan the 

horizon. ([17], p. 8) 

 In this stage, we can see how Li & Fung planned the new IT venture, and still the 

top management played an important role in the proceeding. Also the case showed 

that Li & Fung adopted some old-economy instrument or traditional experience to 

make the project an executable one, market research was a good example. Besides, 

there was the development blueprint for lifung.com, which was like its “three-year 

plan” system, and this helped the following monitor control and evaluation activities. 

The original thinking of doing this within the company implied Li & Fung view 

this venture as an important trial for business growth. If the website was to be 

operated successfully, then to have the knowledge of the venture would fasten future 

expansion, and this would keep competitors from catching up easily because the 

know-how was in others’ hand and Li & Fung lacked control. As for the result that Li 

& Fung teamed up with Castling Group, one possibility might be the schedule 

consideration, it would take longer time and efforts to do it on its own, and the sense 

of threat was looming ahead. Another reason might be the traditional acquisition 

mindset, a slight twist of buying rival companies. The integration with Castling Group 

brought what Li & Fung lacked, and to Castling Group, Li & Fung was also a very 

good choice. When asked about Li & Fung as a partner, Suh remarked: 

(Li & Fung is) the perfect strategic partner. They have an 

entrepreneurial philosophy rooted at the core of their system. They’ve got 

an aggressive and visionary leadership team at the forefront of supply-chain 

management. And they’re ready to operate according to the rules of the new 
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economy. ([17], p. 9) 

In planning viewpoint, the understanding of each other, and the combination of 

two domain experts leveraged the chance of success and the steps of the venture. 

According to Suh: 

Moving quickly… requires a fundamental trust in an organization that 

best arises from the experience of a team that has built things together, with 

members who know each other’s strengths and weaknesses. We do a lot of 

team building, because without trust you cannot move at the speed required. 

There are certain elements critical to the success of a dot-com… openness 

and constant communication are essential because there are so many skills 

and inter-functional dependencies that must be navigated for a successful 

launch. ([17], p. 9) 

Suh had generalized launching an online venture into the business strategy, the 

design-build-test phase, and actual execution, in the aforementioned proposal and 

planning phases we discussed the business strategy and design aspects, next step we 

look into the development course, to see how Li & Fung built and tested the portal. 

 

Development Phase 

Before really moved on to build the ITeS, in this section first we review the 

resource fulfillment activity done by Li & Fung, then we review the achievement of 

lifung.com, the development results of the ITeS, and in the last part of this phase, we 

review the beta launch of lifung.com. 

As Li & Fung announced the lifung.com’s management team and the $200 

million investment to build the online business on March 27, 2000, the resource 

fulfillment could be separated into two parts: human resource and financial resource.  

For people recruitment part, followed the in-house developing decision and the 
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working with Castling Group planning, Li & Fung staffed lifung.com’s key 

managerial jobs with Castling’s professionals, such as CEO, CTO, vice president of 

Business Development, vice president of Operations and director of Marketing. Other 

key positions were from Li & Fung, like the vice president of Merchandising from Li 

& Fung, or outside the organization, like the vice presidents of Sales and of Marketing. 

By Q3 2000, Li & Fung hired 40 full-time professionals and 25 consultants, and was 

expecting to have 80 full-time staff by the end of 2000. According to the source, 20% 

of lifung.com’s initial staff came from Castling Group. Besides lifung.com’s 

recruiting activity, Li & Fung assigned a senior manager to work as the interface 

between the new online entity and traditional group. As aforementioned, Li & Fung 

also added two outside experts to its board, and all these actions were for the new 

venture and Li & Fung had done to fill those roles. 

As for the funding part, in order to acquire the capital needed, Li & Fung placed 

60 million shares through underwriter Goldman Sachs and raised $250 million. $200 

million of these funds were slated for lifung.com, and according to Li & Fung 

management, the rest $50 million were to be used for acquisitions in the core business 

start-up. About the financing activity, according to William, it was another 

old-economy-style that Li & Fung took again like the market research: 

Besides market research, the second atypical thing for Internet 

companies that we did was the way we approached financing: The typical 

way of financing Internet startups is that first you have some entrepreneurs 

who decide on a great idea. They have a lot of sweat equity in the beginning 

and don’t want that diluted unless the value increases a lot. Consequently 

they finance themselves very short, up until the next stage where they have 

something new to show. However, they don’t think about how much 

financing is required to make this a viable business. 
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Our approach has been completely different: We come from a 

traditional background and don’t want to think about that kind of financing 

at all, particularly since we are building this as part of our total business. 

Therefore we want to know what it’s going to cost us to take it all the way to 

the end. And that’s why we went out into the market for $200 million and 

got $250 million. ([17], pp. 11-12) 

Now that the people were in position and the funds were ready, lifung.com was 

settled to locate near Silicon Valley. Geographically speaking, it would not only more 

close to its targeted United States SME clients, but also to some extend it was close to 

the heart of Internet culture, with some more meanings for the new online technology 

venture. In addition, there were some intangible resources that Li & Fung equipped 

lifung.com: the guiding principles and the new-economy word “B2B” should operate 

with old-economy mindset. According to the Fung brothers: 

The online company would adopt a “business-to-business” model, 

which took a “back-to-basics” approach by implementing Li & Fung’s 

supply-chain management know-how to SMEs on a “back-to-back” order 

basis (in other words, with on inventory risk for Li & Fung). ([17], p. 12) 

After a few months’ development, when lifung.com was ready for beta launch, it 

provided a wide array customized and 24 hours a day online service to its clients. 

With a high-definition, rotating image of a product on the screen, take polo shirts for 

example, SMEs could choose from a variety of specified specifications like collars, 

cuffs, pockets, and buttons, even could use their own logo. Fig. 10 is an example of 

polo shirts customize function page. Once SMEs were satisfied with their own design, 

they could place an order online immediately, and with no minimum order 

requirement. 
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Fig. 10 Lifung.com’s Limited Mass Customization Web Page Sample 

(Source: [17], p. 18) 

Not only had to complete the development task of system functions on its own 

team, in order to provide a complete, a better secure and a good performance service, 

Li & Fung also needed to build the website in a proved hardware architecture, and to 

adopt some already matured business package software on the markets, or to integrate 

with other service providers. According to the source, the hardware platform was Sun 

Microsystems, the database software was Oracle; and lifung.com used Selectica for 

online configuration of products; Broadvision for its transaction system; an interface 

to CIT was connected to evaluate credit risk; an interface to Danzas AEI which would 

allow door-to-door tracking; and Li & Fung asked Andersen Consulting to take care 

of this entire package’s integration. ([17], p. 12) 

From customer side to lifung.com, now that the front office’s IT services were 

ready, next process was lifung.com to Li & Fung. For this part, as what was planned 

in the planning phase, lifung.com operated independently of Li & Fung. The middle 

office’s IT services of connectivity were also developed, that lifung.com could 

interact with Li & Fung with orders place through an extranet. Most important of all, 
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in order to ensure the mechanism function seamlessly, programmers from Li & Fung’s 

IT department would visit lifung.com from time to time to map the connection 

between the two units. 

The soft beta launch of lifung.com was to find out the system bugs and to tune 

up the website’s functions and performance. After the launch, Li & Fung selected a 

few American clients for beta-testing. The beta launch was a touchstone, a successful 

outcome would give investors and targeted SMEs confidence to the model, and that 

would support the beta-testing activity. In this case, the beta-testing performed the 

role of pilot run, all the responses and reactions from both inside and outside Li & 

Fung were needed to be evaluated. Testing activity would verify the process and 

system functions, and the result would be an important determinant for Li & Fung and 

lifung.com’s management team to decide the next move. 

While the beta launch and testing tasks were proceeding to improve lifung.com’s 

functional and operational capabilities, “integration” between the new online venture 

and the 96-year-old trading company was another issue Li & Fung needed to pay 

attention. Not only the IT system and operation aspects, but also the concerns about 

offline staff’s technological and cultural acceptance, and Li & Fung adopted internal 

training courses and forced daily exposure to the new technology to “demystify” the 

Internet magic. According to Victor: 

The Internet is not black magic, there is no need to be afraid of it. Yes, 

it is a disruptive technology, but so what? I want to ensure that the 

technology pervades the entire organization, mainly because it is a 

technology that will be adopted sooner or later, and the sooner we do, 

everyone will be the wiser. Disruption comes from the real world, not 

cyberspace. For example, if the whole world goes into a trade war, or China 

doesn’t gain entry into the WTO, now those are real-world issues I worry 
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about. Li & Fung has always been at the forefront of adopting new 

technology and that’s why we are ahead of the game. ([17], p. 13) 

In development phase, we review how Li & Fung acquired the resources, built 

lifung.com to provide the new services and integrated it with Li & Fung’s existing IT 

system, beta-tested the new services with a few selected clients, and trained internal 

staff for service transition. For fund raising, once again Li & Fung took an 

old-economy-style way approaching financing. On one hand the timing was just 

before the doc-com crash, on the other hand because it was Li & Fung plus online 

technology, that Li & Fung was very successful to get more than they asked. Since 

lifung.com was the single largest investment of Li & Fung, we can tell money was a 

big help contributing to lifung.com. As for people and the technical skills, followed 

the co-invest plan, Li & Fung could staff those professional positions much easier. Li 

& Fung could take advantage of Castling Group’s experiences and skills to develop 

the website, and Li & Fung itself also had the knowledge of business processes and IT 

support. With those resources in position, Li & Fung could build lifung.com in a 

couple of months. With the beta launch and the beta-testing, Li & Fung as well as 

those investors and targeted users could gain more confidence of the website and the 

model. In Suh’s words, “beta means never having to say you’re sorry,” ([17], p. 14.) 

what Li & Fung needed to do in this phase was to ready lifung.com for the next step. 

Before moving on, except the new website’s development, integration and operation 

were two issues that Li & Fung needed to handle. There were issues about the 

connection and integration between lifung.com and Li & Fung, inside it were offline 

staff’s transition and how to match up with new technology issues, outside there were 

targeted SMEs’ reaction and acceptance to lifung.com, the channel conflict 

concerning and the competition issues. Even though Li & Fung had worked hard to 

deal with those issues, like the internal training, or didn’t view that as a threat, like 
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Suh talked about the competition, “we’re going to run like we don’t know who is 

chasing us,” ([17], p. 15) but there was still a big question, like what William 

wondered: “what if we do build it and no one comes?” ([17], p. 14) And the answer 

would be found out in the coming operation phase. 

 

Operation Phase 

As the result of development and testing of lifung.com, and the rebranding as 

StudioDirect.com on August 17, 2000, www.studiodirect.com was formally 

introduced on February 14, 2001. With the introduction, the idea generated by Li & 

Fung about extending its supply-chain management services to SMEs through an 

online website had been realized and began to operate. In the beginning of its 

operation phase, StudioDirect targeted only the SMEs in US first, and those SMEs 

were mainly related to “green-grass” products-golf apparel and accessories. 

According to the source, by early November 2001, over 200 users had registered and 

more than 100 ordered regularly online, but the order sizes were small. Most 

customers were generated in part from an offline effort at PGA golf tournaments and 

the WWDMAGIC, and StudioDirect had sought more leads through its advisory 

board, more experts from related fashion industry, physical channel and online 

channel were recruited to bolster sales and operation. ([16], p. 2) In total 

StudioDirect generated $5 million in sales for the first half of 2001, but also lost $5 

million in the same period, and was expected to lose another $5 million in the second 

half of 2001. ([16], p. 2) 

About the register and procurement through the website, the projected number 

was 1,000 over four years, and it would need 600 SMEs to trade online regularly for 

breakeven. Though these two numbers fell short of goal, but considering customers 

might want to test the platform in the beginning, and having a good use experience 

http://www.studiodirect.com/�
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to those first-buyers would help bring them back to submit larger-sized orders for the 

coming spring season, the management team viewed the progress in this aspect as 

satisfactory.  

Perhaps the registered SMEs would return and bring more sales, but the way how 

SMEs began to go online and the situation about adoption of the new model didn’t 

work as originally planned. Li & Fung found out that they were too optimistic and 

expected SMEs too high. William commented about the situation: “For the Internet 

model to be effective and reach scale quickly, users have to be self-motivated.” ([16], 

p. 2) The focus group studies showed more about SMEs’ attitude, even though they 

wanted to enjoy the low price, the better margins, and the differentiated customized 

products service, but those SMEs were not sophisticated enough and didn’t have the 

confidence to create their own design and order via StudioDirect by themselves. 

Therefore after the customers were acquired offline, they tended to rely on offline 

salesmen’s help instead of going online of their own, and this caused salespeople 

additional efforts to spend time with SMEs rather than their original business scope. 

As the result, not only the sales didn’t perform well as hoped, the goal of using 

online website to open and service new SME market also failed. On the contrary, 

StudioDirect increased the burden to offline salespeople that Li & Fung previously 

avoided. 

While the unexpectedly slow adoption was blamed for StudioDirect’s early weak 

performance, William noticed the front office IT services’ impact and remarked: 

“Actually, the StudioDirect platform, order-tracking, and back-office functions are 

all performing well; it is perhaps the customer interface that is not as successful.” 

([16], p. 3) Suh also surmised that the front end might have been too complicated for 

its unsophisticated SME customer base, and his team had been modifying the 

customer interface and changing the sales approach to customers. ([16], p. 3) 
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Besides user interface, customer service and the promotion issues, the world 

trend and economy events might also impact StudioDirect’s operation and SMEs’ 

adoption. Internet bubble was a big strike against dot-com companies as well as 

those customers, suddenly shopping online wasn’t that fashion and attractive, and 

this affected those targeted SMEs to try the online way. Also the terrorist attacks 

happened in late 2001 had shocked United States and the world, though the Fungs 

noted this event had little direct effect on StudioDirect’s “green-grass” customers, 

but the attacks did have impacted U.S. economy and reduced consumer confidence 

worldwide. ([16], p. 3) And even if StudioDirect would prove to be success in U.S. 

“green-grass” market test, extending to SMEs in other regions like European and 

Japanese, or other product lines would be questions and challenges to StudioDirect 

and Li & Fung. 

Came up against the situation, Li & Fung had some remedial measures in the 

second half of 2001. Li & Fung tried to cut down the business overhead and 

personnel cost, planned to take over some of StudioDirect’s operations, like product 

development, and extended customer base to larger clients, such as Reebok. 

Fortunately, with $220 million remaining from its initial fund raising, to 

StudioDirect, it was very sufficient for future investment, and to other B2B 

competitors, few could afford such an expensive competition. The macroeconomic 

environment that influenced StudioDirect also repressed others to go online, that 

meant there were no immediate outside opponents. The biggest challenge was 

StudioDirect’s own operation, and there were chances for the management team to 

improve or to seek for solutions, but it would take more time to prove the concept, or 

to test the model. However, bore the pressure from financial community, a quick and 

big action was being asked. According to the source, the StudioDirect management 

team had three options for Fung, the choices were:  
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1. Continue to believe in the concept and invest in the SME market. If 

the crux of the problem was the pace of adoption among SMEs, rather than 

the model itself, management could revise projections to aim for breakeven 

in three years, with significant additional growth thereafter. 

2. With a $10 million loss anticipated in 2001, StudioDirect was 

unlikely to break even within another two years, the end of the current 

three-year plan. Management could terminate the operation if the concept 

was not proven by the end of the year. 

3. Conclude that the StudioDirect business model was fundamentally 

flawed and either adapt the model for larger customers or close the 

operation down to avoid further loss of capital. Li & Fung could instead 

push sales in hard-goods markets and focus on larger customers in different 

geographical locations via its traditional sales channels. ([16], p. 3) 

In operation phase, we review the introduction and post launch review activities 

of StudioDirect (former lifung.com). After the planning and development phases, 

when it came to actual execution, Li & Fung focused on the “green-grass” customers 

in the very beginning. For testing and scale consideration, we can understand it would 

be easier for Li & Fung to handle the launch with a smaller number of new SME users, 

especially when StudioDirect was a whole new service to unfamiliar SMEs. There 

was not enough information about why Li & Fung chose this kind of product as the 

prime target, so we can’t tell if it was the choice that caused the unanticipated 

outcome. Maybe other SMEs were much more “online”, and perhaps the reaction 

would be different if Li & Fung targeted some other products in the beginning of the 

StudioDirect’s introduction. Or it would be the same in the end because of the 

unexpected Internet bubble and other events that shocked the economy and the online 

trend. Moreover, except SMEs’ motivation and sophistication to go online, the offline 
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extra workload was also an unforeseen burden to Li & Fung. The case showed that Li 

& Fung had put much emphasis to promote StudioDirect since the introduction, but 

most were through offline system or the related physical channels. Such measures 

might help promotion, but on the other hand also increased the bond between SMEs 

and offline salespeople, and decreased SMEs’ spontaneous drive to go online at the 

same time; this could be one reason about delaying the adoption rate that Li & Fung 

originally expected. Li & Fung indeed noticed the internal resistance and trained their 

employees in advance, yet overlooked the orientation to the targeted SMEs. The 

uncertainty of the training objects would be a reason, but the consequence reflected 

the adoption progress. Talking about the adoption, the front office IT service interface 

turned out to be an unthought-of but critical issue to StudioDirect. And if Suh and his 

team had tried to modify the interface, we can assume to implement an information 

system or a website like StudioDirect at that time was technically feasible, but the key 

point would be the system and process design and the thinking from user’s 

perspective. For lifung.com/StudioDirect case, an earlier marketing and user 

participation might help to smooth adoption process. Meanwhile, suppose the 

situation was not under the pressure of schedule and financial performance that Li & 

Fung and StudioDirect was facing at that time, a hindsight from the result, a longer 

testing period or a larger testing scope in prior phase probably would mitigate the 

customer interface problems and benefit the operation phase. On the other hand, from 

the operation result to look back on the beta launch and beta-testing, StudioDirect did 

have passed these activities. Therefore we think that to find the bugs of an IT system 

or to detect the functional problems, the logical output errors via testing activity is 

relatively simple and intuitive, but when it comes to the process aspect or the manual 

operation thought, the defects aren’t easy to find. And in an ITeS circumstances like 

lifung.com/StudioDirect, the basic considerations and the root factors are more about 
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the service itself than the applied information technology.  

After all the proposal, planning, development and operation phases, the case 

analysis reviews the realization of lifung.com/StudioDirect and the decision to 

determinate the business. The implementation course showed that the mission of 

technology was made, though not that fluent and could be modified to be better. But 

back to the original thinking of the venture, the strategic defensive and offensive goals, 

under the condition of financial performance failure, and without the hypothesis of 

external intimidation, for Li & Fung to call a halt in time at the moment appeared to 

be justified and reasonable.  

 

3. Case Conclusion  

Lifung.com/StudioDirect’s IT, Managerial and Market Assets 

The conducted case study summarizes the IT, managerial and market assets 

according to the lifung.com/StudioDirect implementation process. Table 3 and Table 4 

are the IT assets and managerial assets, and Table 5 lists the market assets. 

Lifung.com was an independent department from Li & Fung’s IT department, 

teaming up with Castling Group provided the capability to handle the front office IT 

system development and the integration with other service providers’ service 

components. Designed to interact with Li & Fung similarly the way the other Group’s 

key customers did, lifung.com could utilize Li & Fung’s existing extranet and intranet 

as its back office system, the rest were the interaction and integration components 

between each other. Besides lifung.com’s own middle office system development task, 

Li & Fung assigned a senior manager to provide an interface between the two groups, 

and programmers from Li & Fung’s IT department helped dealing the connection. In 

short, Li & Fung’s existing IT systems implementation laid a good foundation for the 
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online venture, the skill and experiences from Castling Group and Li & Fung’s IT 

department joined force to solve the IT assets acquisition, and technically 

accomplished the task.  

With regard to the managerial assets, first is the strategy thinking subject, the 

goal and objectives were definite, lifung.com/StudioDirect was a defense against 

online trend as well as an offense to extend the services to unsatisfied SMEs. Second, 

since the driving force behind it came directly from the Fung brothers, then Li & Fung 

could throw in many resources to the single largest investment at that time. 

Meanwhile, the dot-com trend and the expert standing in the business industry made it 

easier for Li & Fung to fund for the venture, and the knowledge about the business 

model made it facile to cooperate with the experienced Castling Group and design the 

new business process, and we can assume that the background of the Fung brothers 

benefited seeking supports and the recruiting need. Under the determination of top 

management, decisions like co-investing with an outside company, setting up the new 

group lifung.com, assigning key managerial positions, adjusting the process between 

departments, requiring the department to operate in coordination to the new service, 

fulfilling the required resources, planning and monitoring the plan, and other 

management-related issues were handled well. On top of that, even though it was an 

idea from the top executives, Li & Fung took market research survey to prove the 

concept and convince the investors and the Group, and used internal training to solve 

the gap between old-economy and new technology of their employees. In a few words, 

the involvement of the Fung brothers made lots of organizational, intra-organizational 

and managerial level issues not that big deal. Once the team was built, the rest were 

the teamwork and the culture, and Li & Fung took appropriate measures to ensure the 

operation of the new model. But from the result, what went wrong was the too 

optimistic expectation about SMEs, and the unexpected physical salespeople input 
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became a fly in the ointment. 

As for the market assets, the case happened just before the dot-com crash, there 

were a proliferation of B2B portals, and the trend approved lifung.com/StudioDirect 

at that time. Li & Fung targeted U.S. SMEs first, and viewed European and Japanese 

SMEs as next, the communications systems were much advanced in these areas. 

Unless it required some special equipments to access the new service system, 

otherwise we can assume the circumstance were in favor of both Li & Fung to move 

and SMEs to try. About the collaboration/competition topic, Castling Group played a 

big part of external supporting force. At that time, Li & Fung faced most threats 

coming from Internet background online sourcing company, the combination of two 

parties was a trading background dot-com company. And with such a big investment 

to the new model, there were no big competitors right away, or we can assume others 

were just on the fence. In the meantime, the way Li & Fung originally designed for 

the interaction and the connection between two groups obviated the possible 

resistance from suppliers and large buyers. Those suppliers still connected to Li & 

Fung, and SMEs were arranged in a new channel that was separated from traditional 

customers. Besides, with the market research results and the transaction incentives 

that lifung.com/StudioDirect provided, Li & Fung did find a target and set to attract 

them to the new model. To conclude, Li & Fung made use of the dot-com trend, and 

found a suitable partner to start the venture. The traditional market research 

pinpointed the SME target market, and Li & Fung utilized motives to attract the 

involvement of targeted new customers. There were no big competitors chasing them 

or could threaten them right away at that time, and channel conflict wasn’t even an 

issue to them in top management’s mind. Li & Fung seemed to have acquired the 

required market assets, but it turned out that some deployed assets were not enough, 

and the too optimistic forecast and some unexpected events issues became serious 
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barriers, and then led to the end of the venture. 

 

Table 3 IT Assets of lifung.com/StudioDirect 

Sets Examples 

Hardware 
Equipment 

 Platform 
 Specifications 
 Architecture 

 Lifung.com used Sun Microsystems for its hardware 
platform. ([17], p. 12) 

Software/ 
System 

Application 

 Front/middle/back 
office IT system 
UI & functionality  

 Integration: 
existing systems to 
support new ITeS 

 Other applications/ 
services support 

 Lifung.com offered a wide array of customization 
options to its clients. ([17], p. 12) 

 Lifung.com was designed to interact with Li & Fung 
in the same way as one of the group’s key customers, 
with orders place through an extranet. ([17], p. 13) 

 Lifung.com used Selectica for online configuration of 
products; Oracle for its database software; 
Broadvision for its transaction system; an interface to 
CIT, the U.S’s largest factor, to evaluate credit risk; an 
interface to Danzas AEI, a bulk-freight specialist, 
which would allow door-to-door tracking; and 
Andersen Consulting, a leading systems integrator, to 
“wrap” the entire package for a seamless experience. 
([17], p. 12) 

IT 
Foundation 

 Supportive 
operation 
environment 

 In 1995, Li & Fung launched an intranet to link the 
Group’s offices and manufacturing sites around the 
world. ([17], p. 6) 

 In 1997, Li & Fung launched secure extranet sites. 
([17], p. 6) 

 Successful implementation of these systems provided 
the initial building blocks of Li & Fung’s e-commerce 
solution. ([17], p. 6) 

 Li & Fung’s IT division had 60 people, all based in 
Hong Kong. ([17], p. 6) 

(Source: Organized by this Research) 

Table 4 Managerial Assets of lifung.com/StudioDirect 

Sets Examples 

Strategy 

 Business strategy 
 Goal and objectives 
 Execution plan 

 Lifung.com was not only a defensive move, 
protecting the traditional markets of Li & Fung 
from local online sourcing companies such as 
GlobalSource.com and Alibaba.com, but it also 
offered an offensive thrust at new markets that 
these B2B pure plays were aiming for. ([17], p. 13) 

 By aggregating their smaller orders via its B2B 
portal, the Fungs projected that they could 
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profitably offer SMEs an array of products with the 
option of limited mass customization. ([17], p. 10) 

 StudioDirect’s ability to cater to smaller retailers 
was expected to bring in revenue that Li & Fung 
could not access before the Internet. ([16], p. 1) 

 By 2001 Li & Fung planned to expand its online 
B2B penetration with a new platform known as 
“Electronic Stock Offer.” Whereas lifung.com 
aspired to aggregate the orders of retailers, 
Electronic Stock Offer, code-named ”eSO,” would 
target the other side of the butterfly model and 
attempt to aggregate suppliers to post surplus 
inventory for sale on the Internet. ([17], p. 13) 

Organization 

 Responsibility 
 New/cut/adjustment 
 Non-capital 

resources: human 
resource/office/... 

 Li & Fung added two new technical directors to its 
board. ([17], p. 8) 

 In December 1999 Hsieh joined Castling’s board, 
and LF International invested in Castling. They 
subsequently co-invest in an initial round of 
financing for lifung.com, and Castling committed 
key managerial staff to lifung.com. ([17], p. 9) 

 In one fell swoop, San Francisco-based 
lifung.com’s management team was immediately 
staffed with Castling’s professionals serving as vice 
president of Business Development, vice president 
of Operations, director of Marketing, and CTO. 
([17], p. 9) 

 By Q3 2000, lifung.com had 40 full-time 
professionals and 25 consultants, with 80 full-time 
expected by year’s end. ([17], p. 9) 

 Located near Silicon Valley, lifung.com would be 
close not only to the heart of Internet culture, but to 
its SME clients in the United States. ([17], p. 12) 

 To facilitate the integration of the new online entity 
into the Li & Fung fold, a senior manager was 
tasked to provide an interface between the two 
groups. ([17], p. 9) 

Finance 

 Capital  
 Financial evaluation 

 Li & Fung raised $250 million by placement of 60 
million shares through underwriter Goldman Sachs 
to fund the new online venture. ([17], p. 11) 

 Lifung.com was expected to bolster earning s by an 
operation margin of roughly 6%, or 14% of total 
revenue. ([17], p. 12) 

Business 
Process 

 Gap/conflict between 
existing business 
process 

 Employee Capability 

 Lifung.com was developed and operated 
independently of Li & Fung’s IT department. ([17], 
p. 13) 

 Lifung.com was designed to interact with Li & 
Fung in the same way as one of the Group’s key 
customers, with orders paced through an extranet. 
([17], p. 13) 

 To facilitate the integration of the new online entity 
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into the Li & Fung fold, a senior manager was 
tasked to provide an interface between the two 
groups. ([17], p. 9) 

 Victor was determined to “demystify” the 
technology among the offline staff with internal 
training courses and daily exposure to the new 
technology. ([17], p. 13) 

(Source: Organized by this Research) 

Table 5 Market Assets of lifung.com/StudioDirect 

Sets Examples 

Infrastructure 

 Supportive operation 
environment 

 The company doesn’t connect its system to the 
thousands of manufacturers who make its products, 
partly because communications systems aren’t 
advanced enough in China, the Philippines, 
Bangladesh and other Asian countries, not to 
mention Africa and the Caribbean. ([17], p. 20) 

Trend 

 Economic/industry 
trend 

 Incentive  
 Legislation(N/A) 

 William discovered that Internet companies could 
use the money that was pouring in to them to 
damage offline competitors, either by acquiring 
them or their key people. ([17], p. 7) 

 Other possible threats came from online companies 
acquiring an old-economy trading company, or 
from offline companies like Japanese trading 
companies or local sourcing firms that could 
partner with a dot-com and become a competitor 
overnight. ([17], p. 7) 

 Lifung.com planned to charge SMEs a 10%-15% 
commission, far less than what these small retailers 
were used to paying. ([17], p. 11) 

 By not requiring a minimum order, Li & Fung 
added further value by allowing SMEs to reduce 
their inventory levels and use the system for 
replenishment buying. ([17], p. 11) 

Collaboration
/competition 

 Service component 
provider 

 Existing customer 
 Competitor 

 Both the evolution of Castling from B2C to B2B 
and Li & Fung’ needs complemented each other 
nicely. ([17], pp. 8-9) 

 Li & Fung and Castling Group co-invested in an 
initial round of financing for lifung.com, and 
Castling committed key managerial staff to 
lifung.com. ([17], p. 9) 

 William dismissed the risk of channel conflict 
between the SMEs and key client business. ([17], 
p. 12) 

 William discovered that Internet companies could 
use the money that was pouring in to them to 
damage offline competitors, either by acquiring 
them or their key people. ([17], p. 7) 
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 A risk that Li & Fung would not be able to see who 
was chasing them, such as a copycat old-economy 
sourcing company what would see the success of 
lifung.com and mimic its well-publicized model. 
([17], p. 15) 

Acceptance/ 
adoption 

 Target customer 
 Corresponding 

capability(N/A) 

 Not surprisingly, the small guys want what the big 
guys want-a differentiated product line at good 
price. ([17], p. 10) 

 Market research was well received by industry 
analysts, who unanimously endorsed Li & Fung’s 
preliminary research of its target SME market. 
([17], p. 10) 

(Source: Organized by this Research) 

 

Issues about Implementing lifung.com/StudioDirect 

Although Li & Fung did acquire or possess many IT, managerial and market 

assets, the result showed that some issues were beyond their expectation and control. 

Table 6 lists the Issues of lifung.com/StudioDirect. 

For the IT-related part, notwithstanding Li & Fung worked with the experienced 

Castling Group, StudioDirect’s functions and the user interface didn’t cater to SMEs 

suitably. With the help of Castling Group’s experiences and skills, Li & Fung built 

and tested lifung.com in a short period, but when it came to the operation of 

StudioDirect, they failed to get users go online easily, the adoption process fallen 

behind the expectation. Although Li & Fung tried to modify the customer interface 

and viewed the registration and online trading progress in the initial as satisfactory, 

this issue did affect StudioDirect’s operation and promotion progress. To conclude it, 

in this case, the IT-related issue was a challenge to the ITeS implementation, but a 

solvable one. 

As for the management-related part, first issue was the service process. Li & 

Fung recruited and established a new department for the new service providing, and 

designed the business process to separate online channel from physical ones, but 
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things didn’t work according to the script after the formal launch. For StudioDirect’s 

promotion and the operation needs, the unexpected physical salesperson input to the 

online business impacted the services to their existing clientele, this showed that Li & 

Fung didn’t prepare the resources well to handle the marketing and operating 

activities for lifung.com/StudioDirect, neither planned contingency plan to tune up the 

business process in advance. The optimistic supposition about SMEs and the 

confidence about the model could be the reason that Li & Fung didn’t organize 

perfectly about the process and organization, after all, Li & Fung did have the power 

and had input every possible resource to ready the organization to implement the new 

service. To Li & Fung, this issue should be an avoidable or a controllable one. On the 

other hand, if the model were to be successful, we can assume that Li & Fung would 

need to handle the issues about the business and internal resources competition 

between online and physical units, and to decide the future and the position of 

lifung.com/StudioDirect in the Group. Furthermore, although The Castling Group was 

a good choice to Li & Fung, the “bubble in” alliance still signified the corporate 

culture issue as Suh had remarked: “At lifung.com, we have a great mix of people, 

individuals with 30 years of merchandising experience, a deep operations staff, 

seasoned technologists and wonderkids, rounded out by newly minted MBAs. It’s true 

a mix of old and new, but what’s united through this mix is the culture, and that’s what 

makes me most proud of our team.” ([17], p.9) The case displayed the management 

issues of cultural differences, not only the old economy and new technology 

integration issue, but also the mix of people with age gap and varied background 

problems. 

With regard to the market-related part, besides the uncontrollable and 

unpredictable dot-com bubble and other economical events, the acceptance and 

adoption of the targeted new customers turned out to be the biggest challenge. Lacked 
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sophistication and confidence, and not self-motivated enough, SMEs’ participation 

fell short of Li & Fung’s plan, or Li & Fung missed to have SMEs go online easily 

and adopt the model rapidly. Li & Fung failed to acquire new SEMs customers in a 

short time and faced the danger to the connections with existing clientele, the dot-com 

bubble crash and the 911 event further impacted the social environment and the 

impression about the Internet model, and these factors led to the end of the venture. 

The result showed the issues about how to prepare customers for new service 

adoption, how to handle the situations for service transition, and the risk management 

planning about the economic situation change in advance. 

In addition, these managerial issues happened to be interrelated. In this case, the 

system function and interface design affected the customer adoption. And we can 

assume that if Li & Fung had organized extra online department’s employees to help 

SMEs, maybe the customer interface wouldn’t even be an issue to the operation of 

StudioDirect. 

 

Table 6 Issues of lifung.com/StudioDirect 

Sets Examples 

IT-Related 

 User-unfriendly 
System function and 
the interface. 

 

 Actually, the StudioDirect platform, order-tracking, 
and back-office functions are all performing well; it 
is perhaps the customer interface that is not as 
successful. ([16], p. 3) 

 Suh surmised that the front end might have been 
too complicated for its unsophisticated SME 
customer base, and his team had since been 
modifying the customer interface and changing the 
sales approach to customers. ([16], p. 3) 

Management- 
Related 

 Unexpected new 
service providing 
process requirement 
caused extra resource 
input, and the 
unthought-of resource 
shift affected existing 

 Most business was conducted through a physical 
sales force rather than the website. ([16], p. 2) 

 Clients still preferred to rely on Li & Fung 
salesmen rather than StudioDirect’s Internet 
services. This forced salespeople to spend time 
with SME customers that Li & Fung had 
previously avoided, rather than seeking new leads 
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service process. 
 Potential 

inter-organizational 
cannibalization. 

 The culture 
differences between 
Li & Fung and The 
Castling Group. 

or assisting their existing clientele. ([16], p. 2) 
 What was the chance that Li & Fung’s offline 

operations would eventually migrate online after 
lifung.com had proven itself as a reliable and 
established model? ([17], p. 15) 

 It’s true a mix of old and new, but what’s united 
through this mix is the culture, and that’s what 
makes me most proud of our team. ([17], p. 9) 

Market- 
Related 

 Customers were not 
ready to the service 
transition and the 
adoption. 

 The social sentiment, 
the investors and the 
targeted customers 
lacked confidence to 
the model.  

 The economy 
environment was 
unfavorable. 

 Ironically, the company’s focus group studies 
showed that while SMEs enjoyed the low prices, 
the better margins, and the differentiated products 
provided by StudioDirect, they lacked the 
sophistication and confidence to create their own 
products and submit them as an order via the 
website. ([16], p. 2) 

 SME customers were not as “online” as the 
company as the company had originally expected. 
([16], p. 2) 

 Management believed that unexpectedly slow 
adoption rather than a flawed concept was the 
cause of StudioDirect’s early weak performance. 
([16], p. 2) 

 The general market sentiment seemed to be that 
B2B e-commerce was yet to be proven, and 
customers scaled back or abandoned plans to 
conduct transactions online. ([16], p. 3) 

(Source: Organized by this Research) 

 

Furthermore, if we look into the customer adoption and the unexpected service 

providing process issues, the case analysis led to some interesting questions about the 

service process design and the relationships between service provider and customer. 

To service those unfamiliar SMEs, Li & Fung’s service providing process could 

be viewed as the selling process, the production management process and the 

manufacturing process in a general way. The selling process stands for getting orders 

from SMEs, the production management process is about managing each SME’s order 

and the consolidating of all SMEs’ orders for the cost and the economic scale 

consideration, and the manufacturing process means to produce the orders.  

For the manufacturing process, to manufacture a polo shirt, from the fabrics to 
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the garments, there are several processes. Take cotton fabric for example, the cotton 

fabric needs to undergo ginning, spinning and weaving, and there are different 

processes for fabric finishes and treatments, such as singeing, desizing, scouring, 

bleaching, mercerizing and dyeing. After the finishing of the fabrics, a stepwise 

garments manufacturing sequence on industrial basis is design/sketch, pattern design, 

sample making, production pattern, grading, marker making, spreading, cutting, 

sorting/bundling, sewing/assembling, inspection, pressing/finishing, final inspection, 

packing and dispatch ([7] & [23]). During the production, there are some processes, 

such as the dyeing process, it takes running the process for a certain amount of fabrics 

at one time that would benefit the quality. And there are many activities behind the 

production that affects the actual cost, like machine setting, handling production runs, 

part administration and machine support, therefore to manufacture in a larger scale is 

more cost-effective, and that’s the most reason why SMEs have been poorly serviced 

in the past.  

In the new model, Li & Fung planned to use the production management process 

to let SEMs enjoy the way the big guys have been serviced, that is, to aggregate 

orders to capture economies of scale. The idea of aggregating small size orders brings 

a question about what was the applicable quantity for Li & Fung to accumulate to 

manufacture considering the economic batch quantity. And since the model provided 

limited customization choices without requiring a minimum order for each transaction, 

that would generate more differentiated small size orders, then would that increase the 

difficulty for Li & Fung to aggregate orders? Or if Li & Fung’s manufacturing process 

was asked to manufacture in a smaller batch due to the small number of transactions 

from SMEs, would that result more cost than expected? Besides, according to the case 

data, there were about 100 users ordered regularly online, and Li & Fung believed that 

it needed 600 SMEs to trade regularly online to reach breakeven. While the order size 
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varied, if Li & Fung didn’t consider the manufacturing cost well, would Li & Fung 

lost more money if it got more small size orders? From all these hypotheses, it shows 

a question about new service model versus existing service process, that is to say, 

when enterprise plans to provide a new service or modify the existing service process, 

how to design it to exploit originally advantages, or to overcome the gaps between old 

and new, or to avoid the possible conflicts accompanying the new service is 

influential. To Li & Fung, they needed to have a costing system to prepare for SMEs’ 

varied orders, and they must designed the internal process and information integration 

well that lifung.com/StudioDirect could handle the online transaction in a smooth and 

profitable way. Regarding to design the new service, we can see the importance about 

the business process engineering to ITeS: based on the understanding of existing 

business process, enterprise can draw the to-be service process model better, and it 

can apply IT to realize the model more appropriate.  

In addition, the issue about the unexpected physical salespeople input in the 

selling process reflects the role of technology in the service encounter. As a 

face-to-screen contact mode, lifung.com/StudioDirect was designed to operate like a 

technology-mediated service encounter type, but it turned out that the physical 

channel contact was needed. Hence we can assume that if lifung.com/StudioDirect 

was designed to operate more like the face-to-face contact mode and put sales contact 

activities in the process, the adoption progress and the result might be different. On 

the other hand, pondering what William had professed: “The same reason why we 

were not disintermediated by the offline guys is going to be the reason why we’re not 

going to be disintermediated by the online guys”. ([17], p. 1) Being a successful 

middleman, not only the ability to provide an integrated value chain, but also the 

communication and relationship management to suppliers and customers that 

accomplishes Li & Fung’s value-added service, and this factor leads to the topic about 
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the position of ITeS in enterprise’s business process. Accordingly, the application of 

IT has its limitation, the user interface friendly or not was not that critical, to 

lifung.com/StudioDirect, what SMEs really wanted could not just be satisfied with a 

web page and some function bottoms. 

Most important of all, the quick end of the venture implied a strategic issue about 

the impacts that lifung.com/StudioDirect would bring to Li & Fung. Concluding from 

the issues about implementation, and the prospects of lifung.com/StudioDirect in the 

case, this study summarizes the expected opportunities that lifung.com/StudioDirect 

would bring on to Lifung’s business development, and the potential risks that 

lifung.com/StudioDirect would result in about the competition (see Table 7).  

 

Table 7 Pros and Cons of Lifung.com/StudioDirect to the Long-term Business 

Outlook 

The Opportunities The Risks 
 Lifung.com/StudioDirect would bring in 

revenues from the SME market that Li 
& Fung could not access before the 
Internet. 

 Lifung.com/StudioDirect played the role 
to defend the traditional market from 
local online sourcing companies.  

 Through the online ventures such as 
lifung.com/StudioDirect and Electronic 
Stock Offer, Li & Fung could exploit 
e-commerce as an integral constituent of 
its strategy of expanding and 
diversifying its traditional, offline 
business. 

 The cannibalization issue between 
online and offline in the Group. 

 Li & Fung could eventually spin off the 
clicks-and-mortar hybrid and take it 
public, and this would lead to more 
internal and external competition. 

 The new business model could change 
the relationship and the rules of the 
industry and weaken Li & Fung’s 
traditional strengths. 

 The proved model could lower the entry 
barriers and create chances for more 
competitors from different background 
to jump into the business.  

(Source: Organized by this Research) 

 

From this IT-enabled opportunities and risks, we can look back upon the course 

and the end of lifung.com/StudioDirect. First, considering the well-known 

management style of the Fung brothers and the resources that Li & Fung possessed, 
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the aforementioned issues could be overcome as long as Li & Fung had determined to 

push the new service. And after such a big move and widely acclaimed investment, Li 

& Fung decided to terminate the new business forthright in a short time despite the 

anticipated $10 million loss was relatively acceptable to the $220 million remaining 

capital, and not to say that some data about the operation were positive. Therefore the 

termination suggested that as the result of the trial, Li & Fung sensed the potential 

risks to their business other than the opportunities of the new markets and the threats 

from then new-economy companies. That is, if lifung.com/StudioDirect was to be a 

success, it would not only be a new service way for Li & Fung to open the new 

markets, but also became a reference mode that more competitors from different 

backgrounds could follow the steps and challenge Li & Fung. To Li & Fung, more 

protections for the model followed the venture that could ensure their sustainable 

competitive advantage became the decisive key point. To sum up, the strategic issue 

involved the whole Group was more influential than the success of a new service via 

lifungc.om/StudioDirect, and it was the most critical issue to the ITeS 

implementation. 

 

The Implementation Process of Lifung.com/StudioDirect 

The course of lifung.com/StudioDirect approximately followed the proposed 

proposal, planning, development and operation phases. However, it was not a 

step-by-step sequence, the phases happened to be overlap. First, some activities in 

different phases started at the same time. For instance, Li & Fung recruited outside 

experts ahead for the project control in the planning phase. Second, some activities 

lasted from phase to phase, such as the human resource needs fulfillment. Li & Fung 

staffed the management team in the planning phase, and kept adding employees 

according to the needs later on. The service design and the service component 
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building activities happened across phases too. From lifung.com to StudioDirect, in 

beta-testing and operation, the team kept modifying the system functions and 

customer interface. This example also showed the iteration of activities across phases. 

In addition, a lesson learned from the SMEs adoption issue: troubles wouldn’t be 

that serious if things had been done more properly in earlier phase. In this case, the 

customer interface problem could be noticed in the requirement analysis and solved in 

beta launch, or via earlier marketing activity to help the adoption progress more 

smooth. According to the case data, Li & Fung promoted the StudioDirect through 

offline and golf-related channel (PGA golf tournaments and the WWDMAGIC) after 

the introduction; this helped to generate registered users, but too late for the whole 

customer adoption progress. The reason why Li & Fung didn’t do too much about the 

marketing might be the uncertainty about the target, the unfamiliar to the SMEs, or 

the insufficient market research about SMEs in the earlier phase. 

Furthermore, Li & Fung took some atypical sub-stage activities, like the 

old-economy-style financing, the market research in advance, and the “bubble-in” 

strategy. To Li & Fung, market research was a familiar instrument to administer and 

prove the service concept. Financing and the way Li & Fung spent the money marked 

them different to dot-com competitors, and in the end proved to be an opportunity for 

another try if needed. As for the “bubble-in”, despite it wasn’t a used-to-be 

outsourcing way and had some cultural differences management issues, it was 

relatively a more controllable way considering the business operation, the dependence, 

and the project schedule. 
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Chapter 5  Research Findings 

1. ITeS Implementation Process Framework 

Assets and Issues 

To implement an ITeS, the basic and direct criteria that enterprise needs to 

acquire are the hardware equipments and software applications of the ITeS. And for 

the use of the new technology or the connection to the existing processes and systems 

consideration, the existing IT foundation level is an important factor. In addition to 

the IT assets, from the service providing point, enterprise should have a strategic plan 

about the service itself, and notices the related organization and business process 

adjustment subjects that accompany the new or modified service process. In the 

meantime, enterprise also needs to fulfill the funding, recruiting and facility 

procurement needs; these are the necessary conditions for the implementation. And 

more importantly, taking account of the internal customers, the mentality and the 

skills of employees about the ITeS also affect the success or failure of the 

implementation. 

Behind the acquisition of the IT, managerial and market assets, enterprise will 

have to deal some possible managerial issues. Most IT-related, or organizational and 

intra-organizational issues are caused by no adequate assets. If the enterprise has the 

proper understanding about the required corresponding assets, with the resources and 

determination, it’s usually relatively easier for enterprise to deal with these internal 

issues. 

However, things are different about the external issue. In order to build the ITeS, 

enterprise may need other service provider’s help to fulfill the service needs. For 
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technical solutions or for some advisory suggestions, enterprise could outsource the 

service components or buy proved service components to shorten the development 

time, or it would seek help from the market; these would increase the complexity to 

the development management and system integration. Meanwhile, the attitude of 

suppliers and customers would also influence the ITeS implementation. To suppliers, 

with the new service process, suppliers would need to share the effort to face the new 

customers. Or even if those suppliers won’t face the new customers directly, but still 

they would need to consider the following capacity needs for the new service. On the 

other hand, the implementation of an ITeS implies the change to existing customers 

and/or the adoption of new customers. For existing customers, a modified process, 

despite a better service, means more or less adaption efforts to the new way. And if 

the ITeS is a new process to new customers, that means there would be potential 

conflicts between them, thus enterprise needs to consider the relations and impacts to 

existing customers. Thinking of the new customers, there are topics about to decide 

the target of the new service, the familiarity with the new customers, the adoption 

process of the new ITeS, the motivation and the capabilities of the new customers for 

the ITeS, and so on; all these issues would determine the fate of the ITeS 

implementation. Providing incentives or involving target customers into the 

implementation process would help the development course. In short, enterprise 

should pay attention to dealing with the new customers and the new process, and 

considers the resource allocation between existing and new customers that would 

influence the business and the performance of the new service forthright.  

With regard to the social environment consideration, this seems to be the most 

uncontrollable issue for any enterprise, yet to be a good opportunity to make use of 

the trend to implement an ITeS for enterprises as well as those ICTs. If those 

enterprises and ICTs understand the risk of innovation, and keep an eye on the trend 
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and technology development, they’ll have the chance to create competitively 

advantage with the ITeS. As for the authority, there are responsibilities like drawing 

up the policy, using regulations to reward the adventurers and to promote those 

stakeholders to participate the revolution positively. The authority should play the role 

to construct a proper social environment for ITeS implementation behind the scenes. 

 

ITeS Implementation Process 

From the aspect of providing service, the ITeS implementation process is a mix 

execution of new service and IT system development. The implementation process 

begins with the idea of innovation in service, and considers the use of IT to realize it, 

the characteristics of service and the evaluation and adoption of IT make the process 

more complicated. The business strategy and the service requirement analysis in the 

beginning stage determine the future of the implementation, the developing and the 

testing process ready the ITeS, and the service transition is a key issue to the ITeS 

operation. 

Furthermore, a cue from Li & Fung’s old-economy-style financing, for each 

sub-stage activity, enterprise should apply specific tools or methodology according to 

its situation respectively. The tool or the methodology could be a more familiar 

instrument for enterprise to carry out, or it could be a proved way that ensures the 

outcome. Be aware to the options of those instruments, take “bubble in” for example, 

it was the consideration of Li & Fung, and there was a good chance for Li & Fung to 

find the alliance partner. On the other hand, to its competitors, maybe it wouldn’t be 

that easy to “bubble in”, and under other conditions, to an enterprise, outsourcing 

might be a more suitable and feasible choice. 

In sum, enterprise should understand the importance and the meaning of the 

implementation process, adopting the ITeS implementation model and planning its 
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own process in advance, fulfilling the assets needs and coping with the issues 

gradually. 

2. Managerial Implications 

The result of the case study responds to some concepts from the literature about 

service, ITeS and the development process. SMEs’ motive to go online reflects the 

co-producing and the customer participation in the service providing process. The 

model of lifung.com/StudioDirect’s and its integration with Li & Fung demonstrates 

the design of an ITeS system and the use of technology in service. From the initial of 

the venture to its implementation course illustrates the service and ITeS development 

process and explains the importance of to plan and manage the development and 

adoption process, also the case emphasizes topics about the service strategy and the 

service transition. Furthermore, from a high level business strategy view, the case 

highlights the importance of IT alignment impact, and the awareness about IT-enabled 

business opportunities and risks. 

There are challenges in the implementation of ITeS, behind the lessons learned 

from Li & Fung’s online venture; the conducted case study raises some managerial 

implications about the ITeS execution:  

1. The basis for ITeS implementation: before planning or to take action for 

ITeS, enterprise should be aware that there are some basic conditions to 

prepare for the innovation. IT foundation and employees’ attitude and 

capabilities will concern the applying of new technology, and a business 

process analysis would bestead the conception of the ITeS. 

2. No shortcut to ITeS implementation: with the domain knowledge and 

resources Li & Fung owned, and the experiences accumulated by Castling 

Group, it still took a series of activities to manage and execute the 
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implementation, and the case once again proved that you can’t just put 

things together and hope to reach the goal in few steps. Money doesn’t 

really equal to time, to managers as well as the decision makers, the 

implementation process and efforts can’t be underestimated.  

3. The responsibility and authorization to the ITeS project team: ITeS could be 

an expensive investment, and it would require business process or 

organization adjustment. In Li & Fung’s case, top executives fully 

controlled the project, and some issues were handled more easily. This 

implies the importance of the definite responsibility and appropriate 

authorization for the ITeS implementation, the ITeS project management 

team requires sufficient authorization and definite responsibility to govern 

the assets and issues. 

4. Managing experts and external support: enterprise is an expert in its own 

domain, but may be an outsider about IT or the new technology. Li & Fung 

added few experts to help monitoring the project and the technology trend, 

also chosen to make use of Castling Group’s experiences, and the 

cooperation made it to go online in a short timeframe. In other cases, it may 

be as easy as Li & Fung to get the help from outside the organization, but 

problems like experts don’t understand the real business, losing control of 

the project, culture differences between partners, and the business 

confidential issue could happen. Therefore from the selection to the 

monitoring, while gaining the benefit from those external forces, enterprise 

needs tools or measures to manage the complexity and conflicts and control 

the risks. 

5. What time to say goodbye: the original plan of lifung.com was just an outset, 

in the Fungs’ mind there were more long-term objectives to be achieved. 
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The case data showed that they had concerned the fail of the venture in 

advance and set the bottom line, and Li & Fung ended the operation because 

the result was not up to management’s expectation. In cases of ITeS, 

enterprise should aware that new technology will be replaced sooner or later, 

and unexpected events like 911 could happen anytime, it takes the insight, 

the judgment, and the courage to terminate a venture as well as to begin the 

journey. 

6. IT is “just” an enabler: IT can be an answer to providing services, or a piece 

in the service blueprint. For some activities in the service providing process, 

IT is the facilitator better than the replacement; therefore ITeS should be 

defined clearly in enterprise’s entire business process and strategy. 

Innovation can create advantage, but first mover will take more risks. It’s 

not always the latest technology that fits your need. Enterprise should 

understand that service providing is the main key, it’s the strategy and the 

domain knowledge that can maintain the competitiveness, IT is just an 

enabler. While not depending on new technology too much, enterprise 

should still keep an eye on it, like the Fung brothers had been doing to 

observe the trend of the events, they pondered the chance and waited for the 

ripe time. 

7. ITeS and strategic thinking: to evaluate the adoption of IT or new 

technology from a daily operation or a service process aspect, the answer 

would only be doable or not, and the focus of the implementation could 

easily fall into a “make this project a profitable one only” thinking. But with 

the consideration of business strategy, the idea of long-term competitiveness, 

the understanding of opportunity and risk in mind, to implement an ITeS 

could be a stepping-stone for a big plan, and to lose money in one 
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investment in order to gain more profits for the next move becomes a 

possible choice, or even a decisive decision to win the competition in the 

long run. 

8. The sustainable competitive advantage of the ITeS: to success in an ITeS 

implementation is a short-term objective, the sustainable competitive 

advantage that the use of technology can contribute is the long-term goal. 

While evaluating the opportunities of applying new technology to services, 

enterprise should be aware of the following impacts and risks. Without 

appropriate protection mechanisms, an innovation might lower competitors’ 

barriers to entry instead of creating your own advantage. A thorough 

strategic evaluation about the ITeS from the long-term business 

development aspect is a principal topic to enterprises. On the other hand, 

about ITeS implementation, an important mindset is the continued 

evolution. 
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Chapter 6  Conclusions and Suggestions 

The road of ITeS implementation is never a simple or a stereotyped one, like the 

co-production characteristic of service, different participants leads to various stories. 

ITeS implementation is not just an in-hose business, nor an only IT-related investment; 

ITeS is a mix of strategic intent, service providing innovation, business process 

reengineering, the application of technology and IT system project.  

With many aforementioned IT-related, managerial, organizational, intra- and 

inter-organizational, and social environment level challenges ahead, enterprise needs 

to follow the planned steps to acquire the required IT, managerial and market assets, 

while using information technology properly to enable the service, notice that ITeS is 

to create more value for enterprise itself and other stakeholders. 

Knowing the complexity and difficulty of ITeS implementation is just a 

beginning; the challenges shouldn’t hinder reform or improvement. To enterprises, 

with a positive attitude, they should understand the importance of the strategic 

thinking and well-arranged planning, use the tools and methodologies properly, step 

by step, and make use of the trend to implement ITeS. And to ICTs, instead of being 

an onlooker to this revolution, ICT industry should be aware about their roles and 

presences to the action, and to support the implementation venture more aggressively. 

As for the authority, being a planner as well as a supporter, in addition to the policies, 

the authority should put forth effort about the infrastructure and the rewarding 

incentives. Besides building a friendly ITeS implementation environment, the 

authority can also play the mediator to promote the collaboration of the service 

business and ICTs, to facilitate the implementation process and benefit from the 

competitiveness of the satisfied ITeS implementation outcome. 
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To consider the strategy factor within the ITeS makes it a broad and more 

competitive view about the implementation and promotion of ITeS. What the 

government has been trying to promote ITeS should be applauded, yet considering the 

issues that enterprises would have to deal with on their way to venture, we’re looking 

forward to that the authority can continue to build a more favorable environment for 

ITeS implementation. And to those enterprises and ICTs, we expect they can utilize 

their advantages to exploit the IT-enabled opportunities to create long-term 

competitiveness. 

The proposed process framework is a high level process model, and it gives a 

preliminary understanding and suggestion to ITeS implementation. Considering the 

aforementioned assets and the issues, it can add more about the roles and the 

involvement of management team, employees, customers and other stakeholders in 

different phases and sub-stage activities to the model, and more discussion on 

mechanisms for detailed activities. An integrated ITeS implementation process model 

requires further study.  

In addition, the case study indicates topics about the high level and strategic 

viewpoint about ITeS, the evaluation of the values and risks of the adoption of new 

technologies, and the sustainability about the ITeS to the competitiveness. 

Considering different industry backgrounds and the varied service firm business 

scopes, all of these areas warrant further investigation. 
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